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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD USED
During the nineteenth century, the novel in
England underwent drastic changes. At the beginning of the
century, the romance of the previous era was still popular
and melodrama spelled with a capital letter was its chief
characteristic. A kind of escape literature, it satisfied
the secret longings for excitement to relieve the tedium
of everyday life, and prodigious in length, it provided
long hours of entertainment. Its main theme was exalted
love frustrated by mystery and sensational coincidence.
But in the final pages all was explained and adjusted to
everyone's satisfaction. The villains were punished, or
killed off, and the virtuous were rewarded and blessed.
At the close of the century, various political
and social conditions, which shall be presented later in
detail, were responsible for a change in the literature,
and the romantic novel v/as supplanted by the novel of
realism. Although during the years preceding the close of
century, many writers had inculcated aspects of realism in
their v/ritings, no novelist preceding George Gissing had
made a more serious attempt to v/rite a realistic novel.
Dissatisfied with the novels of his day, Gissing chose the
I) .
asaiT ao.iTSM mT ana vmaom ffiT
nt lovon orfvt ."y^'BtdriOo ifctnoectenln orf:t 3ni'ijua
9rf;t to sniuinigocr orld .se^nerfo oJ^cJeoTb dne’.viobmr bnalgna
^eXJJqoq II lie aa./ a^ie eJJoXvoiq arfi to oonamo*! oXi
tolcic eil aew 'raiiel leiXqao e bellaqe araaibolon: bria
bofteiiac ii , o'XL'iaTaiXI eqaoea to bn.i 2l A . oiial'^roioBiario
nt-'tbei ortJ’ avoICarr oi ift9noiXo::a 'to'i esni3j:ioI iaicoe aifi
bab.i VO'iq i ?; .di^nel nx eqo|^XbOT:q bna ^elll -^afcr/^ova ’lo
bailaxe ea-.v omarli nlain eil .inaiixixai'iaixxe *10 anuod gnol
. ocaobJ.onloo lanoxiaanee bns 'j'r9vta’':rti. ^o' baia'iiexrT't avol
oi baiejLf[.b£ bna Oonisl-qx© as:: II
j
eagaq liXiixl axli xii ixrS
10 ^bodalnsjq. axov/ sniallxv ariT .xiolJ'oc'ieiiBB e’ono^i'ieva
.beaealcf bna bab*iev/8 ‘i o'taf.' aLoxfi'iIv aXi biia baXIi.>I
XxjoXiiXoq exrc £‘^isv ^^'ifrJnoo e-iJ to aeoXo axli iA
nl "loiaX bainaeaTtq od XXaJe doMw ,snoiiXbnoo Xatooe bne
lo Xavon arfi boinaXcrJX-'.v. ed';/ Xavon ''Xinamo'i arfi bns
f
'io aaoXo arfi snibaoonq enaaY ^i^Xti/b jLiigX'oifiXA .^^r8 IIso‘x
nx ffrclXsan to eioaqss baosoXjrr-nt barf a'laiX'iw ^nani ^Yindrioa
bar! snxeaXO a^noaO 3nXbaoo*ixj[ ietXevon on ^ egniiX'iw^ ‘ilodi
.Xavon otieiilsan s aiinv oi iqrrtaiia eirolnoe onom a obsm
axli ©aoiXo gnXasXT) ."'i^sb ehl ‘to eXovon a fi iiiiw baX'ieiiaseia
annianoiXX erii nX asnsXc a noT dXcflenoqeaT: on©*#'' ,XXaiab
:i
2novels of the French and Russian authors as his models^
and with these in mind established for himself certain
principles to be followed in his own writings.
It is the purpose of this thesis to present and
compare the principles of George Gissing with those of the
French Realistic School, and then by applying these
principles to his novels, establish him as a pioneer in
English realism. To make this possible, a survey of the
French literature of the nineteenth century will be
necessary in which the development of realism will be traced
and an analysis of the novels of the leading exponents of
the Realistic School will be made to determine their theory
of realism. In addition, in order that the causes under-
lying the new movement in England and the reasons for its
late appearance in that country be understood, the social
and political conditions of England and the leading move-
ments of the day must be reviewed. Furthermore, since
earlier English writers had attempted to break away from
the traditional paths in fiction writing, their attempts
must be viewed that their progress may be fully understood.
For vlev/ing George Gissing *s works, two possible
methods suggest themselves. One is to discuss each novel
in its chronological order as a literary v/ork,and the
second is to survey, with principles of realism in mind.
4 elsborr: eld as eioddjj« nfliaax;:; bn a arid ‘io a I ©von
Hj cdnso 'llsaoi/.d nol boilaJHcfadso bnlr.i ax Qzed& rid fw bna
.asii^dinw a'^io cirl nl LowoIIal e>d od aolqlaninq
bna dndEO-iq od aleodd c.'dd To eaoq^rr/q arid ad dl
add To eeorld ddlw -qniaaiO agnoaO To aelql.oni'iq arid anaqnrco
oaodd s^i^ilTqe ’id nadd bna .loodofi oldcdlaod :{ono‘i
:
nl noenol-i s ess nld ilellcfadao .alevon eld od eelqi ond'iq
arid To ^ ^alcfieaoq airld a^farr: oT .raeilaaT: rfadlgrtH
ad lllw '^^'tx.fdrrOvO ddiroedsrrdn oxid To a'li/daTedll flanoT'd
baoB'id acf Iliv.' mcllse'i To dnetaqolavob arid doldw nl x^aesaoeft
To Ednano ;xo r:XTxba8l odd To cTavon add To eia^Iiina no bna
Tioorld nladd orrirriTOdoI) cd ebexi ed IIJw loodoS oldaTIsaH odd
*
«.i
-nobfu/ ToaiJBO add dadd ‘iaf'''£0 n‘ .noldibba nl .arellnen To
adi ncx anc ssan oild bira n.t dnamovom vran odd gnirl
Lalcoe add noodanof'njLr ad -'ndru/bo dodd ax oono'jcneqqs edal
-evoxs: ^ndbcol arid briB bnnls/ia To enn Idlbnoo leoldlloq bns
oon'e- .snoffrieddTJj-'I .bewoivan od deniT! ednatr
nbnT ''bv.'b daond cd badq^edde bed anodlnw dail^nH 'xollnob
edqrioddB niodd .gnTdlnv/ noldoll nl Cildxjq iBnoIdibaid add
.boOden a brio Ec-enj>,o*iq n.’.ti Id dadd ba\ifo.cv ad izsjtn
oldl^zoa owd t'£:lno'Y e'^niaadC aq'toaO snivvadv noT
lovon rlcaa aancelb od ad ©nO .aavXaaxnodd dao^we cboddac:
odd bnB,zHo\’i v^B'tddil B en no* no iBoI^^oIononda ad' nl
.baltn nl sadlaon To Lolqdonlnq ddlw .Yovnua od al bnoooc
3the writings of his early period in their totality as an
expression of his principles of realism. This second
method seems the better suited to the purpose at hand, for
the concept then is one of realism and v^ill aid in establish-
ing George Gissing as a pioneer in English realism. Emphasis
shall be placed on his early v/orks for in the later period
of his life when he v;as away from the sordidness of the
slums, and financially better situated, he became mellov/ed
in his thinking and gave v/ay to idealistic dreaming of a
life he might have enjoyed. This later Gissing, hov/ever, is
not the Gissing that is remembered and does not concern
this study.
In viewing these novels, the reader will note the
following characteristics which will be established later
as aspects of realism:
First, the regional setting.
Second, the photographic quality of description.
Third, the portrayal of average individuals
described and analyzed v/lth a gradual develoimient within
the character.
Fourth, a lack of sentimentality and partisanship
of the author for his characters.
Fifth, the portrayal of a v/orld Indifferent tov/ard
the people in it.
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4Sixth, a truthful portrayal of life as the author
saw it.
Seventh, an independent attitude of the author
toward public opinion.
Eighth, the absence of moral teachings and an
intent to reform.
ninth, a presentation of material from personal
observation.
Tenth, the inclusion of social problems of the
day to give a true picture of the times.
Eleventh, the insertion of a number of characters
from varied v/alks of life to give a well-rounded background.
Twelfth, the absence of an artificial construction
of nlot.
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CHAPTER II
TEE DEVELOPIiCEKT OF REALISM AND NATUPiALISM IN FRANCE
The development of realism in France was not one
of mere chance but a natural outgrowth of the progress of
the country. France v/as undergoing a social and political
upheaval during the nineteenth century, and it was natural
for this to be reflected in her literature. An intellectual
country, she was quick to accept the new scientific
thoughts of the day and with the growing importance of the
v/orking class, she turned her attention to the material
aspects of life. As was to be expected, this materialism
and the people whom it concerned became the theme of her
literature, and the romantic idealizing of man and nature
and the sensationalisms popular in the current literature
were supplanted by truth and facts. With the appearance
Chouans (1829), the first in the famous series of
the Comedie humaine by Eonore de Balzac, the transition
to the novel of contemporary manners v/as made in France
for the Comedie humaine was to present in detail the social
life of contemporary France. Every social class and most
fields of knowledge known to France at that time v/ere to
be included. Vast in scope this collection was based upon
truth and contains many materialistic details with
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6emphasis on food, money, occupations, and concrete objects.
Characters, though sometimes exaggerated and overdravm,
are affected by environment, physiology or pathology,
showing the nev/ interest in science. Although not completely
free from extreme situations, digressions on art and
business, and a tendency to v/eep with the female characters -
romantic failings - the Comedie hucnaine is the earliest
and perhaps best knovm v/ork of French realism and its author
is considered the founder of the Realistic School in
France. This work was to influence writers of other
countries and particularly George Gissing who early in his
career had planned to write a similar account of English
life.
The aim of the realists was "to portray as
exactly as possible the universe as perceived by our
senses." ^ The romanticists had idealized humanity and
nature and this was their pitfall. No longer was man to
be portrayed as a perfect Individual or an entirely v/orth-
less villain but rather, as a normal mixture of the two.
No longer was the action to be set in some far off land,
colorful and exotic, but rather it was to take place at
home in small towns, large cities, factories, mines,
^ Lovett, Robert Morss and Hughes, Helen Sard:
History of the Novel in England (New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1932 ) , p. 334.
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7hospitals, and all such places where men have occasion
to be. Thus the realists were to present the average, the
normal, the everyday in character, setting, and action.
By 1855 the term "r-'^alisme" was taking hold in
France and finding favor with a reading public tired of
romanticism. In 1857 when conditions were most favorable,
Gustave Flaubert published his most perfect example of
realistic fiction, Madame Bovary .and was acclaimed the
most outstanding artist of the realistic movement. Flaubert,
though leaning toward the Classicist School in his devotion
to perfection of form and in his search for the ”mot juste”
,
has none of the exaggeration of Balzac nor does he intrude
himself upon the reader. Eis is an accurate documentation
treated objectively.
Madame Bovary is a direct attack against romantic
novels. Emraa Bovary, a provincial bourgeoisie and wife
of a small tov/n doctor, spends her idle hours reading
novels of the day. Finding in these release from the
drabness of her ovm life, she is never without one, often
carrying one in the pocket of her apron that it might be
within reach whenever she has an idle moment. Her decline
is gradual but definite - at first, dissatisfaction with
her uneventful life and quarrels with her husband; later,
illicit affairs; extravagant expenses; harrassments of
nclsjBOOo ev3.i ri&r: otorf-w aoo::Xq dtnt He onj ,sXi.;' :eo.i
o.-fi .o.^eiovR orfJ ^.roso-rq oX ot:o.y actellasi ecI.J ar-fO’ . ort
.noUra brre ^ -cadTS'iBrfo nJ'. rnbY-ieve aiict .Xr;;,/crn
nl Jjlor' .^nlrlsd- aa?/ " 6ru-i.X.'j;^'n’ r^^eJ- O-fJ GcioX v'^
lo £io‘:H o-ncTu-i ^n^ono^i a -[c^ tw 'Xovs’.'t ija.a oone^ i
,
©Irr.j'xc V."! i: cfeorrr o'lew ano nod':j iX n. .ftrexc .’.Jnsmc*!
‘io oI.rraGxo XoGl'i-r-q .:fsciiT ?.ir{ bo-Xe .^U-f/rq -J-'iscfi/nra svaJsirr
or(J tiOAiJ -XoaB aav; nn b
,
y^By oi. .noxctoil r> U--; xXao-x
i^TeduaX'*: . ctnerrai'oxn oe-L odi 'io vfaxX^ra jinJ ‘^xiede ti'e- icon
rtoxJovob zlii nl looapn ix: ! rXc 8bX :: op[i biB'/oi yn^ncoX r{-
o
fj
."oieixt «or.” o.Xi "ol l'io^goc r.i.i ax bne ni-xol io aoiii>o'Hoq oi
o.bij'iial O'i coob 'ion oaalij'! 'io no i i 31.9^3axo 9 iii 'io anon aarf
noxieJrryTLt 00b Ooe*xrooB aa al er.'I .lobBa'i arfi nonxr xXoar
. .,.Iov;:ioo[.dc baiaoii
oXincnc'i icniaqa aoeiia Joen b a ai
o'i'v; brtJ3 ala i c t.'5'ii/ocf ixlonXio-x'; b ^^.‘iBvob B..xn.*T . Ixvon
rnuo.i olb; nerf cbaona .‘loioob nvfoi IXari.B a ‘xo
o l.-t nc'x'^i. oaBoXan eao-li nl gnlbni^X ,' Bb arli Io alovon
noix.0 ,0X10 ijrorfj I'./ navea c'X O'Xr. xv/o 'lori '^.o . aorr'raxb
od i,{y .';:t JI iani non .s nj.: Xo io:'.-'ccr orfi nX ?no p^n.?YnnBO
onXXcsb ne l .inanon olbi ne QBrt 0 ia ':avsna'{..' Iraan nXtIii'.;
rii:'’' aolio •.Ic.tJ aaaXb ,iani'i ie - e:tlnllfib Jucf I cr/bp/xq eJ
.'isiaX : briBo'aa I “^arf Xilw ilennax'p bxio e- xi X iu'liiiOvai'xrx nod
lo aina'Ticea''‘''Ba ; Roi:neqxo ixu;7;cvnnixo ; ani i.'oXIXi
8creditors; and finally suicide. Emma is a living
character and so too are all the characters - the apothecary,
the draper, her short-sighted dull husband, Charles. Much
space is given to money matters, sickness and disease,
minute descriptions of setting and physical appearance of
characters. In detail, it is a study of the mediocre in
character and circumstance - a most nearly perfect
realistic novel and the model for many later writers in
England including George Glssing.
Not satisfied with such realistic attempts at
portraying life, other writers as Jules and Edmond Goncourt,
Emile Zola and Guy de Maupassant desirous of a literature
more objective and scientific carried the principles of
realism to greater extremes. These men v/ere named
naturalists. An excessive form of realism, naturalism
emphasizes the lower and coarser forms of life. Plot is
minimized in favor of facts and notations - the result of
direct observation - and the prevailing tone is pessimistic,
fatalistic, and deterministic. The outstanding exponent
of the school, or method as he preferred to call it, was
Emile Zola.
In his Roman experimental (1880) Zola laid
dovm the principles of this method. The novel, to Zola,
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9was a scientific experiment v/here the characters are reagent
and the setting is the conditions in v/hich the characters
are brought together. The author is merely the observer
whose duty it is to record the facts and action which
will follow the laws of cause and effect. In addition,
Zola placed great stress on the doctrine of heredity - the
theme of the Rougon - Macquart series. Possibly inspired
by the Coirfedie humaine of Balzac, Zola in this series of
twenty volumes recorded the natural and social history of
a family originating from a neurotic drunlcard and carry-
ing that taint through various ranks in life during the
Second Republic. Accompanying this story is much
pathological research and even a genealogical tree with
medical data on each descendant. Yet despite his careful
and laborious workmanship, Zola’s chief characters fail
to live but are rather symbolic types. Objects, however,
as the mine, the locomotive, the market, appear as live
monsters. In fact, it has been said of Zola that he took
the soul out of man and put it into objects. Criminals
and morons are frequent in these pages and the language
is principally coarse. "La bete humaine" is Zola's
phrase, and it is this he describes, leaving nothing to
the reader's imagination. All life for Zola is surrounded
by darkness and determinism. Thus with this later school.
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the pendul-um has svAing from one extreme - romanticism -
to the opposite extreme - naturalism - with realism the
center ground.

CHAPTER III
TIE DEVHLOPIIEIJT OF REALISM IN VICTORIAN ENGLAND
PRIOR TO GEORGE GISSING
Although realism v/as well established in France
by 1880, the year in v/hich George Gissing's first novel
appeared, in England such was not the case. The romantic
influence had a stronger hold upon the English people for
many reasons as shall be shown. As in France, the develop-
ment in England was gradual, appearing early but becoming
more dominant during the Victorian Era. In 1837 appeared
a satire on contemporary manners which was followed by
a series of similar novels by various authors who depicted
more or less truthfully phases of English life as they saw
it. However, while the theme and the setting of these novels
had changed from that popular in the previous century, the
style and the treatment were much the same as that followed
by the romantic writers earlier. Gradually, however, as
the French novels were studied and their method more clearly
understood, English novelists began to imitate additional
aspects of the new school, but it was not until the works
of George Gissing that the novel was more nearly stripped
of the last shreds of romanticism.
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The social and political hack<2;round of Enp;lish
realism . In ways similar to Prance, England was under-
going a change politically and socially which was to
alter her very way of thinking. With the Invention of
machinery for spinning and v/eaving cotton and v;oolen
goods; the discovery of the suitability of coke for
smelting iron ore, since charcoal was becoming scarce;
and the development of the steam engine, England changed
from an agricultural country to an Industrial one. Thus
new social problems arose. Small towns and villages
became crowded factory areas with inadequate housing and
facilities for the increased population. The new
machinery reduced wages; women and children were employed
long hours in mills and coal mines in conditions no
better than that attributed to slave labor; the price of
food under the Corn Laws remained high; men no longer
able to earn sufficient wages resorted to violence -
destroying machinery and setting factories afire; great
numbers were reduced to pauperization. From all this
came wretched slums, misery and oppression.
But while these conditions existed, a nev/ class,
later knovm as the middle class, had risen in England.
These were the industrialists whose one Interest was
money, though made at the expense of broken bodies and
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broken lives. Similar to the bourgeoisie that sprang
up in France following the French Revolution, these men,
unschooled and uncultured, rose in prominence and
position because of their v;ealth and were destined to
be heard in English society. In 1832 a Reform Bill was
passed admitting representatives of this new social clas
to the English Parliament. Yet the working class con-
tinued to be unrepresented until thirty-five years later
when as a result of persistent agitation by a fev/
interested in their plight, a second Reform Bill was
passed in 1867 giving the vote to the working class.
Interest in science continued, but perhaps the
one work which affected popular thinking the most was
Charles Darwin's book, The Origin of Species . This
led to great controversy with many accusing Darwin of
attacking the Scriptures, but apart from its effect upon
religion. The Origin of Species started people thinking
about man, a being and an individual - his thoughts and
actions and their cause and effect.
In addition, a religious movement originating
among men at the University of Oxford and known as the
Oxford Movement (also known as the Tractarian Movement)
inspired in many a deeper religious earnestness and
brought about many reforms in the relation of the Church
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of England to the State.
In 1837 with the accession of Queen Victoria to
the throne, an air of respectability returned to England.
The Queen's ovm restraint, sobriety of tone and tineventful
happy home life v/as soon reflected in the lives of her
people, and a new point of viev/ in morals, manners and
taste was established. Gone were the days of gaiety and
half-concealed immorality, and in its place came a repressed
reticence tov/ard life and its problems; a dread of
outspokenness; a resistance to new ideas as in philosophy,
science and religion; and a reluctance to face existing
social wretchedness.
Literacy had increased and publishers had
enlarged their business by issuing novels in monthly
installments at a shilling a month instead of the customary
three volumes, thus placing literature, v/hich heretofore
had been for people of means only, v/lthin the reach of
many. The additional readers were of the new social
group, the middle class, concerned with the materialistic
world and to whom realistic writing might have had a
strong appeal as had the romantic novels of the previous
century to the leisured class. Yet the English people
were adamant in their stand against the theory of Zola.
Principally it offended their religious idealism recently
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stimulated by the Oxford Movement. Victorian belief lay
in the freedom of the v/ill. Man had the pov^rer to choose
and decide his actions and thus was responsible for them
This belief had been supplanted, in the French School,
by the Determinism of Darwin v/ho held that man had no
choice but lived in a world where he was trapped by
the laws of heredity and environment. Determinism, to
the French, was a scientific fact. To the Naturalists,
man’s behavior was the chief concern for they were of
the opinion that an author can record only v/hat a man
says and does, for once an author tries to enter the
consciousness of another, be is departing from truth
and reading part of himself into his character. To the
English, however, the ability to analyze man's mental
state was the power of a gifted novelist. In addition,
the moral indifference of the French School shocked the
English sense of decency. In their religious attempt
to protect the sanctity of the home and to maintain the
moral decency which had, on the surface at least,
returned to England under the living example of their
beloved (^'^een, they placed certain tabus and restraints
on the discussion of sex and love. Love was important,
but since it was the nucleus of a happy home, it was
glorified and haloed and depicted v/lth restraint.
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Furthermore, the English differed from the French in
their views of correction. The Naturalists believed
that the v/ay to improve social evils was to bring them
out into the open and thus reveal their corruption,
whereas the English believed that to do this would lead
to greater evil for it would enlarge the realm of
temptations and transform evil tendencies into fixed
habits. Thus so zealously did they guard their people
from the taint of this corruption when a novel of Emile
Zola appeared in the London book stores, the translator
and publisher was arrested and thrown into prison.
The appearance and grovjth of realism in England .
Although realism in the French sense was not accepted,
modified aspects were welcomed in England by those tired
of the Victorian romance. One of the first to make this
transition in the English novel was Charles Dickens.
Though by no means a realist in the accepted sense,
Dickens did present for the reading public the social
problems of England which he had known both from
experience as a child and from observation as a reporter
in London. Thus the theme of his novels is the working
class and their problems - the injustices forced upon
the poor of London by industry, government institutions
and laws. Having felt these Injustices himself, he
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does not, however, present these conditions with the
unimpassioned voice of an observer. Eis purpose is not
to picture but to reform. In this he is not the true
realist. But like the realist in description he has a
photographic eye and drav/s in minute detail a room, a
prison, a shop, a street. As an example of this careful-
ness for detail, the following is quoted from David
Gopperfield in which the author is describing the interior
of Earn Peggotty’s house which was once a boat:
There was a table, and a Dutch clock and a chest
of drav/ers, and on the chest of drav/ers there was
a tea-tray with a painting on it of a lady with a
parasol, taking a walk with a military-looking
child who was trundling a hoop. Tbe tray was
kept from tumbling dov;n, by a Bible: and the tray,
if it had tumbled down, would have smashed a
quantity of cups and saucers and a teapot, that
were grouped around the book. On the walls there
were some common colored pictures, framed and
glazed, of scripture subjects -. Abraham in red
going to sacrifice Isaac in blue, and Daniel in
yellow cast into a den of green lions were the
most prominent of these. Over the little mantel-
shelf, was a picture of the Sarah Jane lugger,
built at Sunderland, with a real little v/ooden
stern stuck on to it; . . . There were some hooks
in the beams of the ceiling, the use of which I
did not divine then; and some lockers and boxes
and conveniences of that sort, which served for
seats and eked out the chairs. ^
Dickens, Charles, David Gopperfield (Eew York
and London: Harper and Brothers n.d)
,
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In the background details of money and
utilitarian objects - aspects of realistic interest -
are numerous. In Oliver Twist are found such details:
"a lump of sugar, a frying pan tied with a string, horse
and dog medicine, nudging, wiping the eyes with cuffs.”
In language, particularly of the lesser characters,
Dickens is realistic and v/rites dialogue similar to the
picaresque language of Gil Bias ; "chimbley sv/eepers,”
’^:rockindills *^rowed,"‘bncommon ,” 'hothink " 'Inlddling. "
Thus, in these respects - presentation of the
social problems of the working class, minute descriptive
detail in setting, mention of the commonplace and
natural dialogue - the novels of Charles Dickens
reveal evidences of realism and place Dickens in the
development of English realism in much the same position
of Balzac in the French development. And like Balzac,
Dickens was to influence many English writers Including
George Gissing, a great admirer. It is the same milieu
that Gissing is to describe later but his difference lies
in attitude.
Similar to Charles Dickens are Elizabeth Gaskell
and Charles Kingsley, both thesis writers. To both, the
novel is a means for social reform. Mrs. Gaskell, as
the wife of a clergyman, visited the himible cottages of
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the poor in the industrial city of Manchester as well
as the prosperous homes of the industrialist. Thus like
Dickens she is picturing from actual observation, but
unlike Dickens her sympathies are not entirely v/ith the
poor and downtrodden. Rather, she tries to present to
the reader the problems of both employer and employee,
and in doing this she pleads for a better understanding
of each for the other.
This theme is clearly stated by the author in
Mary Barton . Mary, the daughter of a union leader, has
enjoyed a simple flirtation with Harry Carson, the son
of the mill ov/ner. When Harry is murdered, suspicion
rests upon Mary’s lover, Jem Wilson, whom Mary has
refused to marry, but later Mary's father confesses the
murder committed under orders of the labor union. Though
Mr. Carson in his bitterness at first seeks revenge for
his son's murder, he relents later and forgives John
Barton. Of Mr. Carson Mrs. Gaskell says:
. . . to his dying day Mr. Carson was
considered hard and cold by those who only casually
saw him or superficially knev; him. But those v/ho
were admitted into his confidence were av/are, the
wish that lay nearest to his heart was that no one
might suffer from thecause from which he had suffered;
that a perfect understanding, and complete confidence
and love, might exist between masters and men; that
the truth might be recognised that the interests of
one were the interests of all, and, as such, required
the consideration and deliberation of all; that
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hence it was most desirable to have educated
workers, capable of judging, not mere machines
of ignorant men; and to have them bound to their
employers by the ties of respect and affection,
not by mere money bargains alone; in short, to
acknov/ledge the Spirit of Christ as the regulating
law between both parties. ^
So too North and South presents the problems of
both classes in Milton-Northern, a manufacturing tovm.
Here both viewpoints are learned by Margaret, an exclergy-
man’s daughter, who visits the homes of the laborers for
whom she feels deeply and later marries the mill ovmer
with v/hom she sympathizes.
Although Mrs. Gaskell does not rely upon
description so heavily as does Dickens, she does write
in much the same photographic manner, as an example from
Mary Barton confirms:
The room was tolerably large and possessed many
conveniences. On the right of the door, as you »
entered, was a longlsh v/lndow, with a broad ledge.
On each side hung blue -and-white check curtains,
which v/ere not drawn, to shut in the friends met
to enjoy themselves. Two geraniums, unpruned and
leafy, which stood on the sill, formed a further
defence from out-door pryers. In the corner
between the window and the fire-side was a cup-
board, apparently full of plates and dishes, cups
and saucers, and some more nondescript articles,
from which one would have fancied their possessors
could find no use - such as triangular pieces of
glass to.save carving knives from dirtying table-
cloths. ^
^ Gaskell, Elizabeth, Mary Barton (London: Smith
Elder and Company, 1884), Gh. XXX-Jll, p. 318.
4 Gaskell, Elizabeth, Mary Barton (London: Smith
Elder and Company, 1884), Ch. II, p. 9.
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And again, the utilitarian:
"If she comes, she must bring a tea-cup
and saucer, for we have but half-a-dozen, and
here's six of us,' said Mrs. Barton.” ^
Charles Kingsley, also, had a zeal for causes.
As a country parson he v/as in direct contact v/ith the
agricultural poor and felt deeply for them. Their
problem is presented in Yeast which depicts the ferment
of unrest and need for social and religious reform. In
the preface to Yeast
.
Kingsley states his problem as
being ”to show what some at least of the young in these
days are really thinking and feeling.” In this novel
he extols the farmer of the South of England who has
been afflicted by the old Poor Law but who has retained
his honesty, sense of justice, independence and now
under the new Poor Law is improving. Of the poor,
Tregarva, the game keeper on a country estate, says to
Launcelot Smith:
”Are men likely to be healthy when they are
worse housed than a pig? - And worse fed than a
hound? - Or packed together to sleep, like pilchards
in a barrel?" ^
C
Gaskell, Elizabeth, Mary Barton (London: Smith
Elder and Company, 1884), Ch. II, p. 11.
Kingsley, Charles, Yeast (London: Macmillan and
Company, 1878), Preface to Fourth Edition, p. XVI.
7
Ibid, Ch. Ill, p. 41 and 42.
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Among the young people, Kingsley believes there
is a growing moral earnestness which is due in great
part to the Anglican Movement. Launcelot Smith, who
defends the simple sports of hunting and fishing and
the desire for scientific truth against the asceticism
of his cousin Luke who has rejected the world in favor
of the teachings of the Roman Church, is depressed by
the plight of the laboring men in the country and anxious
to foster better conditions, advocates education for the
0
poor to the ” 'capacities of each man' ” and woman.
Alton Locke
,
Kingsley pictures all the
sufferings which gave strength to the Chartist Movement.
Lunger, thwarted hopes, exploitation of industry, in-
justices of land owning and the evils of landlords,
hypocrisy of the church and the law are rampant. Alton
Locke, an apprentice tailor who has a talent for writing
verse and addressing people, lives a life of misery,
poverty and thwarted ambition, and love until on board
ship to America, the land of opportunity, he succumbs
to the fateful disease of his occupation - tuberculosis.
In minuteness of detail, Kingsley is close to
Dickens but in frankness resembles the naturalism of
Zola. In both these respects Kingsley is a precursor of
Glssing. The following from Alton Locke is a London
8
Ibid, Ch. VI, p. 100.
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street on a "foul, chilly, foggy Saturday night" ^
described in a style close to Gissing.
From the butchers' and green grocers' shops
the gas-lights flared and flickered, wild and
ghastly, over haggard groups of slip-shod dirty
women, bargaining for scraps of stale meat and
frost-bitten vegetables, wrangling about short
weight and bad quality. Fish-stalls and fruit-
stalls lined the edge of the greasy pavement,
sending up odors as foul as the language of sellers
and buyers. Blood and sewer water crawled from
under doors and out of spouts and reeked dovm the
gutters among offal, animal and vegetable, in every
stage of putrefication. Foul vapours rose from
cov/sheds and slaughter houses, and the doorways of
undrained alleys, where the inhabitants carried the
filth out on their shoes from the backyard into
the court, and from the court up into the main
street; while above, hanging like cliffs over the
streets - those narrov/, brawling torrents of filth,
and poverty, and sin, - those houses with their
teeming load of life v/ere piled up into dingy,
choking night. A ghastly sickening sight it was.
He cries out against the "sweaters" or sweatshops
which are condoned by the government for it is from these
shops that the government buys its army, navy, postmen's,
policemen's and convicts' clothes. Here many a tailor
who after working seventeen hours a day without removing
his clothes to rest finds himself in debt at the end of
the week and thus cannot leave the shop but must remain
imprisoned v/orking in a small ill-lighted room with no
Kingsley, Charles, Alton Locke (New York:
Macmillan and Company, 1886), Ch. VI, p.66.
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fresh air or sunshine for months at a time and being
fed on bread and butter until he is skin and bones.
So too, the author rails against the luxury of
the Church v/hen the ministers living within short
distance of filth and squalor can accumulate great
wealth to be left to their families.
Against the system of landowners he cries out
for vengeance. Refusing to till their land, these
/
owners are thus starving the laborers and yet they will
not sell or rent a small piece to a poor man that he
may grov/ enough food for his family, for this would
make him independent.
The hypocrisy of the law which protects its
people from foul play is ridiculed. After a wretched
tailor, unable to provide for his wife and two children
who die of typhus fever from the foul waters of the
sev;er beneath their room, ends his misery by plunging
into
the black waters, with phosphorescent scraps
of rotten fish gleaming and twinkling out of the
dark hollows, like devilish grave-lights - over
bubbles of poisonous gas, and floated carcases of
dogs, and lumps of offal, floating on the stagnant
olive-green hell-broth . . .
. ,
Kingsley, Charles, Alton Locke (New York:
Macmillan and Company, 1886), Ch. XXVI, p. 262.
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the police arrive to make a "searching inquiry."
Why, asks Kingsley, does not the law protect man from
these conditions? In conclusion, his attitude toward
society may be summed up in a few of his sentences:
"Man the master of the brutes? Bah! As society
is now, the brutes are the masters."
Another exponent of the early school which com-
bined realism and romanticism in behalf of humanitarian-
ism was Benjamin Disraeli, first Earl of Beaconsfleld.
Again a thesis novelist like his contemporaries, Disraeli
leans toward the romanticists in style but at the same
time employs elements of realism in subject and descrip-
tion. Dealing with the social questions he cries out
against the oppression of the working classes and asks
for a more generous and enlightened aristocracy to lead
his country.
Writing from personal observation but, as he
tells us, "suppressing much that is genuine", he presents
in Sybil the tragedy of the hand weavers who were thrown
out of work because of the modern machinery. The Hand-
Loom weaver asks why when he has worked hard and faith-
fully and known no vice, he is faced with poverty.
Ibid, Ch. XXVI, p. 262.
Ibid, Gh. XXV, p. 202.
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*’It is that the Capitalist has found a slave
that has supplanted the labor and ingenuity of
man. Who cares for us? - Who raises a voice for
us? - Syropathy is the solace of the Poor; but for
the Rich, there is no Compensation.**
Again the men ujiite under the Chartist leaders and resort
to force bringing upon themselves only more suffering
and misery.
With equal bitterness Disraeli exposes the
exploitation of the miners by the owners through the
**tommy shop*' or company store, the Injustice of the Corn
Law, landlords who are cruel and unjust and the evil-
intentioned women who conduct day nurseries for the
children of the working mothers and who starve them and
leave them to die. Devildust, a young man, was one of
these children who had survived starvation, disease and
lack of care and at five years of age had gone to work
in the Wadding Hole of a cotton mill.
Descriptions of the slum areas of Marney and
the laborers’ homes are equal to that of the realists of
the Continent. The following is a description of the
streets of Marney and closely resembles the slum portrayal
of George Glssing:
... a variety of narrow and crowded lanes
formed by cottages built of rubble, or unhewn stones
without cement, and, from age or badness of material.
1881 )
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looking as if they could scarcely hold together.
The gaping chinlcs admitted every blast; the
leaning chimneys had lost half their original
height; the rotten rafters were indecently mis-
placed; while in many instances the thatch;
yawning in some parts to admit the wind and wet,
-- looked more like the top of a dunghill than
a cottage. Before the doors of these dwellings
and often surrounding them, raw, open drains
full of animal and vegetable refuse, decomposing
into disease, or sometimes in their imperfect
coiu?se filling foul pits or spreading into stag-
nant pools, while a concentrated solution of
every species of dissolving filth was allowed to
soak through and thoroughly impregnate the walla
and ground adjoining.
Charles Reade, also, shows signs of realism.
Interested in art as a hobby he has the trained eye of
an artist and in his writing puts this to practice in
giving the reader detailed and minute background. He
too writes the thesis propaganda novel, and asking
relief for the poor, he attacks the jails, sweatshop
system, asylums, workhouses, class prejudices. Profess-
ing never to guess where he can knov/, he announced his
use of the notebook method favored by the Goncourt and
Zola and professed to have visited institutions which
he attacked. This same method is later used by Glssing.
In character portrayal and dialogue, Reade is
nearer the Realistic School than many of his day for his
Disraeli, Benjamin, Svbil (London: LonCTians
,
1881), p. 45.
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characters submit to temptation, anger, jealousy,
revenge, pride, and greed and the dialogue is often
rapid and most natural. When Mary, Lady Bassett's maid,
is announcing her v/edding plans to the other servants
in the kitchen, the replies are quick:
’’Well, m.y business is not your business, Jane,
however, if you want to know, I'm going to be married.”
”And none too soon,” whispered the kitchen-
maid to a footman.
”Speak up, my dear,” said Mary. 'There's
nothing more vulgarer than whispering in company.”
”I said. What v/ill Bill Brake say to that?”
’’Bill Drake will say he was a goose not to make
up his mind quicker. This will learn him beaut won't
wait for no man. If he cries v/hen I am gone, you lend
him your apron to v/ipe his eyes and tell him women can't
abide shilly-shallying men.
”
’’That's hexcellent sentiment,” said John the
footman, ’’and a solemn warning it is” -
”To all such as footmen be,” said Mary.
”We v/rites it in the fly-leaf of our Bibles
accordingly,” said John.
”No, my man; write it some v/here v/here you'll have
a chance to read it.”
Reade, Charles, A Terrible Temptation (Boston,
Dana Estes and Company (n.d.)), Ch. XXVII, p. 261.
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In the works of William Thackeray is a further
advancement of realism. Having a natural distaste for
sentimentalism and a somewhat blase and cynical attitude
tov/ard the society in which he moved and knew so v/ell, the
upper middle class, Thackeray writes of this society as a
satirist recognizing and portraying its v/eaknesses and foible
and although not completely free from sentimentalism, he
does not resort to the gush and affectation of Dickens.
Essentially a moralist, however, he is not content to portray
the virtues and vices of his characters and let the reader
make his own decisions; but rather, believing the novel to
be a means for discussion betv/een the author and reader,
Thackeray presents his own interpretation of their actions.
Yet his character delineation is superior for he draws no
ideal characters, as Dickens, but rather flav/ed and petty
creatures, the average - a mixture of good and bad, whose
sufferings result not from the villainy of others but from
their own failings and those of the v/orld.
Vanity Fair
,
his best example of realism,
portrays the tremendous effect of money upon the
characters and lives of the upper class. Becky Sharp
evolves in much the same slow and natural manner as
Flaubert’s Emma in Madame Bovary . At the start, happy
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to be rid of the hateful school where she felt she had
been mistreated, Rebecca sets out to be pleasing to
everyone In the Sedley home - particularly to Joseph
from whom she hoped to entice a proposal - that she
might advance her social and economic status. Soon
realizing her power for pleasing others, this "artful
minx." plans her strategy toward that one goal wh5ch she
stated to herself early in her career, "See if someday
I can't shov/ Miss Amelia my superiority over her."
Exhilarated by success she grows more hardened and ruth-
less until she loses the love of Amelia and Rawdon, the
only two v/ho had truly loved her.
So too all the characters reveal their v/eaknesses.
Amelia Sedley, the most nearly perfect and most like the
Victorian model heroine in her tenderness and pure heart,
is slow thinlcing and gullible to the point of stupidity.
Joseph Sedley, her brother, is shallow and "as vain as
a girl." George Osborne, though in love v/ith Amelia,
falls before the ingenious Becky. Rawdon Crawley, "a
veteran rake", is sincere in his love for Becky and
tbeir son. Thus each character is a human being; there
are no saints, nor are there Satans.
Thackeray, William, Vanity Fair (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap (n.d. ) ), Ch. X, p. 78.
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A valuable aid to social historians are the works
of Anthony Trollope for they portray realistically the
fashionable London life of his day, its politics and its
clergy. Shov;ing keenness of perception and with Thackeray
as his master, he pictured with accuracy the customs and
manners of the social group pictured by Thackeray. In addi-
tion he pictured his friends among the clergy, telling
incidents of their religious, social, and political lives as
only one v/ell acquainted with them could do. So too con-
versations, rich in colloquialisms, are life-like.
Calling himself a realist, Trollope formulated
his own theory of the novel which he felt should be both
realistic and pleasing to the reader. In this respect,
pleasing the reader, Trollope departs from the realism of
Gissing and later novelists whose aim was truth, regardless
of its effect on the reader. But like the later realists,
Trollope's main concern was with character which he con-
sidered more important than plot. These characters were
real to him and were used repeatedly in his various novels.
But like Thackeray, Trollope believed that he could do as
he v/ished with these characters, and often their actions
were not an expression of character so much as the^r were a
necessity to the story. In addition, Trollope further
departed from true realism in attaching to his characters
humorous sounding names.
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George Eliot, writing of those v/hom she knew,
as had previous v;riters, went beyond recording and
describing outward aspects and concentrated principally
on v;bat v/ent on in the minds and hearts of her characters.
This analysis of character is an advancement in realism
and later in Gissing is found stripped of the moralizing.
In the course of the story, each character grov;s and
shows himself v/eaker or stronger than had at first been
thought. In Adam Bede
,
Hetty, a pretty, vain, country
maid, flattered by the attentions of Mr. Donnithorne,
who is above her in social class, loses ber head and
heart completely until shamed, disgraced, and alone, she
resorts to murder as the only possible escape. The
anxieties and frustrations of this simple minded girl
are real and vivid. Though George Eliot knew and loved
these simple country people whom she pictured, her high-
regard for the intellectual restrained her from becoming
over sentimental tov/ard the poor unfortunates. Not a
behaviorist as the realists of the French school, she
was primarily concerned not with the material world but
rather with the moral, the laws of which she felt to be
as binding as those of the physical. The breaking of
these laws had its effects on the consciousness of the
Individual, and it was this that she wished to depict.
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Like her predecessors, George Eliot included
much detail of materialism in background and setting.
In Silas Marner are "fly catchers”, ”skimming dishes”,
”pin cushions”, ”mole catcher”, "knife grinder”.
Continuing the psychological interest of George
Eliot, George Meredith applied it to the actions of his
characters, analyzing the motives responsible for them.
Interested in purging humanity of its follies, Meredith
wrote his novels in the spirit of comedy while attacking
social evils of the day: the conflict betv;een classes,
the clash between two generations, the subordination of
women. In addition, like the realists and Gissing, as
shall be shown later, Meredith disregarded formal
structure. His method like theirs was to select a
timely erisode, create his characters - m*any modeled on
his close friends - and then let their thoughts and
actions develop his theme. However unlike the realists,
he cared little for the realistic method of trans-
cribing all the visible and audible aspects. Also, in
character delineation he 3s not the true realist for his
characters speak a language all their own and unlike that
of the ordinary man and woman. In like manner his
exposition is obscure and abstract, suggesting, when it
might have explained
.
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Although George Glssing did not consider Thomas
Eardy a realist, aspects of realism and even naturalism are
found in his v/ritings. To his brother, concerning Hardy,
Gissing wrote:
You are quite right v/hat you say about Eardy.
He is not a realist; his books are fantasias on
the rural theme; his strength is his humor and his
imagination.
Like George Eliot, Eardy wrote of rustic life and
its characters, giving to them the quaintness and oddity of
speech peculiar to the province. In realistic fashion he
portrays their traditions, customs, and dress. His
characters are country artisans - wheelwrights, plowman,
cobblers - peasantry, middle class, and lower gentry from
Wessex where he spent his early life. Using the psycholo-
gical method of Eliot, Hardy portrays man as an incongruous
mixture of elements and reveals the failure of the indi-
vidual to control his actions. Under the influence of the
nev/ scientific interest, be questions the Victorian faith
in God and immortality and portrays man in an indifferent
world where he must adapt himself to his environment in a
i
'
'
race of the survival of the fittest. Like Gissing Hardy
#
was much concerned v^ith character drawing for he believed
IR Gissing, George, Letters of George Gissing.
Boston and Hev/ York: Houghton Kifflin Co., 1927, p. 339.
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this to be most Important and while in the works of both
writers, an atmosphere of gloom prevails, in Hardy’s v/orks
the characters seem to be striving against futility for, by
employing coincidences a bit too obvious, the author causes
their destruction.
Scenic portrayal, though minute and the result
of close observation, is not for purposes of realism, but
rather it is to portray symbolically a kind of evil spirit
or force working against man to bring about his degradation
or destruction. It is to this Gissing refers when he speaks
of Hardy's novels as "fantasias on the rural theme."
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CHAPTER IV
THE REALISM OF GEORGE GISSIHG
V/lth the advent of George Gissing, realism in
its more nearly perfect form was apparent in English
literature. Gissing may be accurately classed today
as a transitional writer, a link between two well
defined periods in English literature - the Victorian
Era and the Realistic Era. Well versed in the classics
and a devotee of them, he might have left the world a
different message had fate dealt more kindly with him.
Although a brilliant student at Owens College, Manchester,
where he received awards for distinction, he was forced
to leave because of dishonest practices resulting from
an unfortunate love affair. Infatuated with a girl of
the streets whom he thought good by nature but a victim
of circumstances, he took upon himself the task of
redeeming her and endeavored to support her himself
until she was able to find honest employment. To do
this he needed extra money and thus fell before the
temptation nearest at hand - removing money and books
and articles of clothing from the college locker room.
Shortly after his Imprisoniaent which was brief, he
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sailed for America where he wrote a few short stories
for newspapers and journals and taught in the high
school at V/altham, Mass. But by autumn of the same
year, 1877, he returned to England where he married the
girl who had been the cause of his dov/nfall, and together
they lived in the slums of London on the little money
he v;as able to earn from odd jobs in offices and
occasional tutoring. During this same year Gissing
was writing his first novel.
By nature sensitive, Gissing recoiled from the
squalor and ugliness around him and the people among
whom he was forced to live but never to associate.
Thus enraged and embittered he longed to cry out against
such injustices and to force these facts before the eyes
of the smug, blind English gentlemen who refused to see
that which was distasteful. Dickens and others earlier
had seen this need and by their writings had been
influential in bringing about many reforms. Although
a great admirer of Dickens, Gissing, however, desired
to dig deeper and to lay bare the true misery stripped
of humor and sentimentality. Impatient with the novels
of English writers who were concerned only with love,
he found satisfaction in the writings of the French and
Russian authors who, he felt, wrote about the important
aT'.‘:‘:o.‘e i"or{L ’val « &d-C‘:v/ Oii o'ladv/ coi-xonixi ^lO'i uoI’ae
cfril"! XI - ^iijC ei;3i-i"UJo[, ’>nQ L-iO'fcqevYOn ':o'i
E. .oa sJ.'t Ic f:."rTr/qj/3 rci oir.! .acii:! ./re XilBW ia loc.'oe
o ;'c^ ba '''T'lBiTj a'le ; / brinlrinll o:>^ bort'mio'T o ' . ''Vbl iiaov;
T:ori.l0:io j’ bafj , ill o't.i 'v*" cU 'io OLifGf> eai nvO(S b^cf orlw
-onbr;: o.dJ no nobnoJ 'to ari/Is odd i. ' 'bav ?.I
bno i;0"i Ib'i.v') ni, acio' blbo rwn?. nnco od eIJ.3 eb.v 3i'
'iGov d;:iee aXb.t i * t;i.<I . -ndnci;.;:! laiiolOBoco
'. i'avt n dani - din acw
0 dJ- ^iion'i beIXcoon MuXsoXf' , ^^vllianor. oni;ijn y-
i^noraa olqcaq odd bna ni.'ri Lnx/ona 83onll3Jj bnn noXsi/pc
.o-JclooQBG od ‘tovoii ovXX od boo'TO'i Eov; od aod\'f
danJ.o:-' '.j inc yno od bp^ra'I od 00*100 dicfirro xbne bo3 G*ino sovIT
aoY© odd onoloJ adcBl ooorld oono'i od eoo\-a« ;,a' Xole
oon od b&o.r'len 0 ;iv/ n0 :i’:olo. O'^ Lf3.1I"fi3 uniicf ^3ijtiis Oidd xo
‘xebl'^no anoddo bno anodoxCI . xr'iedeodexb eow riox'lw dBild
noo'i bnd a^nxd ^*iiv *i2o:{d yd : no lOon axrfd nooa bi.irf
r{*'X'^ ddx j; .-anc'ion dxro.bi ^nlsndnd' rtl Ii5idnox;I'ln
’
xvon.LrDb .novev.’o : .. nododd do nondnba Jxjon: b
•bO'‘ 7 ’:ndp. •'/.noE.f.x o;nid o 'd onacf ’^bI od '^'-no ‘‘iO''ieob ^ib od
aXovon odd rfd/w drsoXio-qial . v''ddX3dno;:'’ddrios bn3 'lori'id Ic
,
voX :iddw V-Cxio bonnecnoo o*io”/ odi/ L'lodX'iw Xc. ’Xt^nv’I !:
bns dono*''d odd do s^nidXnv; 6,i'd nl xioidosiEi-dos bnood o {
diisdnoqmX odd dxjoda odo'iw .dXod od ,odv/ a'Todda-c nfiXcarb
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things of life. And though George Gissing never
imitated, he was influenced by what he read of both
these schools rather than by any English writers except
Dickens
.
From the start of his career Gissing was
conscious of breaking away from the traditional paths
in English literature and in 1880, previous to the
publishing of his first novel. Workers in the Dawn
,
he
wrote to his brother concerning the forth-coming novel
and stating his aim in writing:
Certainly I have struck out a new path for
myself in fiction for one cannot, of course,
compare my methods and aims with those of
Dickens. I mean to bring home to people the
ghastly condition (material, mental and moral)
of our poor classes and to show the hideous
injustice of our whole system of society. I
shall never write a bgok which does not keep
these ends in view.
True to his word, Gissing did picture the ’’ghastly
condition” of one phase of society principally, the lov/er
middle class in which he was an unhappy misfit. With
minute accuracy he recorded life of the slums, at first
picturing this life with the hope of bringing about some
reform perhaps but later with the attitude of a defeatist,
merely picturing. Concerning this Gissing stated: ’’Art,
Gissing, George - Letters of George Gissing -
(Boston and New York: Eoughton and Mifflin Company, 1927),
p. 82
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nowadays, must "be the mouthpiece of misery for misery
is the keynote of modern life.” And so with no
humor and no melodramatic sympathy of Dickens, Gissing
reveals the true ugliness and misery caused by poverty.
This aim he clearly states in New Grub Street
,
a novel
largely autobiographic, through the mouth of Mr. Biffen,
an unsuccessful and starving writer living in poverty
and squalor who might be Gissing himself
:
”V/hat I aim at is an absolute realism in
the sphere of the ignobly decent. The field
as I understand it is a new one; I don't know
of any writer who has treated ordinary vulgar
life v;ith fidelity and seriousness ... I
want to deal with the essentially unheroic;
with the day to day life of that vast majority
of people who are at the mercy of paltry
circumstance. Dickens understood the possibility
of such work but his tendency to melodrama . . .
and his humor . .
.
prevented him from thinking
of it.” 21
Setting . George Gissing wrote of the London of
his day - the London which he knev/ first hand. I'ow different
that London was from the London he had envisioned when
as a young man making his first trip to the city he had
sought out those land marks made dear to him through
his youthful reading of Dickens. Then he had gazed upon
More, P. E. - "Estimate” - The Nation
,
Vol. 84,
Jan. 17, 1907, p. 54.
21 Gissing, George, N^ Grub Street - (New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company, (n.d. ) )
,
Ch. X, p. 129.
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them v/ith sentimentality and joy as one viewing old
friends. At the time of his writing, hov/ever, he viev/ed
this same city through eyes far more realistic and 7/ith
a soul filled with bitterness resulting from suffering
and hardships endured in the city’s one room garrets
where he labored fruitlessly long hours and feasted on
bread and fat drippings. His favorite milieu, then, is
the slums of London which he knev/ best from personal
experience. When experience failed him, like Zola, the
Goncourts and Reade, he visited the scene he wished to
depict, observed and recorded. This he mentions in a
letter to his sister Margaret:
... I am toiling over the construction
of a new book and fear I shall not begin the
actual writing for a week or so yet. I have to
go over a hat factory, a lunatic asylum and
other strange places; also to wander much in
the slums.
And again in a letter to his brother he states
this same attitude:
. . . Illy attitude henceforth is that of the
artist pure and simple. The world is for me a
collection of phenomena which are to be studied
and reproduced artistically. I watch and observe
myself just as much as others. In the midst of
desperate misfortune I can pause to make a note
for future use, and the affections of others are
to me materials for observation.
Gissing, George- Letters of George Gissing -
(Boston and Nev/ York; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1927),
Ch. IV, p. 179.
Ibid, p. 165.
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This last statement is reminiscent of Sdmond
Goncourt, who, when his brother Jules was dying, sat
and recorded his last words, facial expressions, and
movements to be stored av/ay for future use in depicting
a death scene. In like manner, Glssing has Arthur
Golding, who is Interested in painting, arrange the
head of Mr. Tollady on the pillov; immediately following
his death and then standing at a distance proceed to
draw the outlines of that face of him v/hom he loved.
A London of crooked back streets and narrow
alleys bare of trees and flowers and lined with shabby,
ill kept houses blackened by the city’s soot and
thought to be uninhabitable is the usual setting of
Gissing’s early works, pictured with the same photo-
graphic exactness of Dickens. Here his writers and
factory workers live in basements and garrets - dark,
cold, and damp and sparsely furnished - as he himself
had lived. With such a description his first novel.
Workers in the Dawn
,
opens. It is a market street in
London on a Saturday night:
. . • the street is lined along either
pavement with rows of stalls and booths each
illimilnated with flaring naptha-lamps . . •
filling the air with a sickly odor and throw-
ing a weird light upon the multitudinous faces.
. . . The fronts of the houses . . . have a
decayed filthy, often an evil, look; and here
Ijr.OfTi. 'lo jX:OC*^ ! .ixLrwV' iif0r (9CjT:f i; c)’c:’l ‘ rr
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and there, on either side, is a lov; yawning
archway, or a passage some four feet wide,
leading presimiahly to human habitation.
. . . Straining the eye into horrible darkness,
we behold a blind alley, . . . Here and there
through a windov/ glimmers a reddish light,
forcing one to believe that people do live here.
Entering the room Mr. Norman found:
The floor was rugged and sloped from one
side down tov;ards the other, as if the founda-
tions of the house were gradually sinking; the
walls and ceiling in places shovved great spots
of moisture, and the small windov;, in which
several panes had been broken and were replaced
by brown paper, v;as sheltered by no blind or
curtain, and gave admittance to a draught which
swept around the room almost as keenly as the
v;ind in the open air. On the table burned a ,
candle thrust into the broken neck of a bottle. . •
Here beside the lifeless form of his father lay
the hero, Arthur Golding, a boy of eight.
From a similar slum, Pennyloaf Candy is rescued
by Bob Hev;ett. The follov/ing is a description of her
home in ’’Shooter's Gardens”
. • • the slum was like any other slum;
filth, rottenness, evil odours possessed these
dens of superfluous mankind and made them
gruesome to the peering imagination. . . .
Unheeding, the girl passed in at an open door and
felt her v/ay up a staircase; the air was noisome,
notwithstanding a fierce draught which swept down
Gissing, George, Workers in the Davm
,
(Garden
City, New York; Doubleday, Doran and Company , Inc. , 1935 )
,
Vol. I, Part I, Ch. I, p. 3 and 4.
25
Ibid, p. 4.
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the stairs. She entered a room. . . . There
was no bed, but one mattess lay v/lth a few rags
of bed-clothing spread upon it, and two others
were rolled up in a corner. This chamber
accommodated, under ordinary circumstances, four
persons. . . . Against the window was hung an
old shav/1 pierced with many rents. By the fire
sat Mrs. Candy; she leaned forward, her head,
which v/as bound in linen swathes, resting upon
her hands. 26
Atmosphere . With such a setting, an atmospheie of
depressing gloom is established and prevails throughout the
novel being relieved only by bright promises which ultimately
increase the intensity of the gloom when their realization
fails. Arthur, rescued by Mr. Norman from this opening
scene, is taken to a cultured home in the country where
there is promise of a pleasant and happy life. But before
long, growing lonesome for the room he called home, the
boy runs away and returns to the back streets of London
from which he never emerges.
In Demos, Emma Vine and her two sisters, Jane
and Kate, and Kate’s two children live in tv/o rooms on
the top floor of a house with sagging sills and grimy
exterior. Each landing of the stairs has its ovm peculiar
smell emanating from the apartment within, the top landing
being the least objectionable for that is only stuffy.
G-issing, George, The Nether World
,
(New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1889), Ch. VIII, p. 75 and 76.
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Jane is kept to her bed by rheumatic fever, the price
she has had to pay for walking ill-clothed to work in
Inclement weather for the privilege of earning 10 shillings
a week. Kate soured by her own bad fortune is given to
constant complaining and bickering as she and Emma toil
through the day and night at bits of sev/ing in their
small fireless room whose ceiling clearly reveals the
positions v/here the lamp has stood. But all this is
changed when Richard Mutimer inherits his uncle's fortune.
Emma, his fiancee, and her sisters are moved to more
comfortable lodgings and open a dressmaking establishment
more remunerative and less arduous than their former
sewing tasks. Such good fortune, however, is short-lived
for ’’misery is the keynote of modern life”. Richard's
socialistic views begin to weaken, and he takes as his
v/ife, Adela Waltham, a young woman gently bred and above
him in class. Of this marriage Gisslng says, ”To be her
equal this man must be born again, of other parents, in
other conditions.” Thus Emma and her sisters return
to their former abode and misery. Jane dies, Kate grows
more querulous, and Emma is bowed lower by her new grief -
a broken heart.
27 G-issing, George, Demos, (London: John Murray,
1908), Ch. XXVI, p. 350.
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The Nether World has its share of disappointments
too. Clara Hewett, an attractive girl with talent and
ability, had received more education than the girls of
her class in the expectation of becoming a teacher. But
when her father lost his job and there were more mouths to
feed, Clara was forced to go to work. Spoiled and dis-
satisfied, she is a misfit in the workroom and leaves to
become a waitress hoping to rise above the poverty of her
home. Eventually, tired from the long hours and un-
accustomed to the insolence of the customers, she finally
leaves this and taking a room by herself, concentrates
on finding work in the theater for which she believes she
has talent. Succeeding at first in minor parts, she is
finally offered the leading role in which a friend had
failed. This is her chance, and following hours of study
and rehearsal, and tense with excitement, she hurries to
the theater in the dark of early evening. As she is
about to enter the stage door, a figure steps up and
hurls in her face a liquid acid which causes her to shriek
and writhe with pain. Disfigured for life she retiarns to
her father’s home, a crushed and dispirited figure.
A similar note of misery prevails in Thyrza .
Gilbert Grail, "a working man, ... a man past youth,
but of less than middle age, with meager limbs and
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shoulders, a little bent,” worked in a candle and
soap factory where starting when a boy at four shillings
a week, he had advanced to forty shillings. But it was
unlikely that he would progress any further for his heart
was not in his job which he looked upon merely as a
means of subsistence for his aged mother and himself.
Shy and reticent by nature, he was a lonely man and had
no Interests beyond his home. His real day began for him
after working hours when he could sit at home with his
books. A self taught man, he had developed a passionate
love for literature and the knowledge of the past that
it gave him, but the evenings were far too brief and his
soul's cravings were never satisfied. But all this was
to change and promise of an undreamed of happiness lay
ahead for him when he met Walter Sgremont, a wealthy
young man interested in improving the minds of the work-
ing man, who offered a series of lectures on the litera-
ture of England. Impressed by the intelligent under-
standing and appreciation of Gilbert Grail, Egremont
soon won his confidence and they became fast friends.
From his talks v/ith Grail, Egremont evolved the plan of
a free library there in Lambeth, supported at his own
28 Gissing, George, Thyrza
.
(London; Eveleigh
Nash and Grayson, Ltd. 1928), Ch. Ill, p. 23.
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expense. As librarian no man could be better fitted
for the task than Grail. And so with the offer of a
hundred pounds a year and added time for reading, Gilbert's
promise of happiness was nearly complete. Its completion
was entire v/hen Thyrza Trent, a young girl whom he had
admired in silence, consented to becoming his wife. But
such happiness is not meant for the common man. Thyrza,
meeting Egremont at first by chance at the library that
v/as being made ready, was attracted by his social graces,
appearance and position, and he, by her beauty. Later
meetings were arranged until finally gossip ran rampant
forcing Thyrza to leave home and Egremont, London. There
was no library and in his job at the soap and candle
factory, Grail continued, wretched from the realization
of what might have been.
Restraint . Anxious to portray truthfully, Gissing
includes minute details unpleasant though they may be, but
never like the realists of the Continent does he dv/ell upon
ugliness for its sake alone. Thus in the true English
fashion, Gissing practices restraint and is never offensive
in thought and language as Zola too often is. In an
article written by George Gissing in May 1895 and
entitled "The Place of Realism in Fiction", he stresses
this restraint as necessary for art and believes that an
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author must reject some material as unsuitable to
purposes of art. Unlike Zola v/ho felt that all details
must be included to give a true picture, Gissing believed
that the author must have the spirit of truthfulness,
and the novel in its entirety can present a true picture
without including everything. An example of this restraint
is found in the Nether World when Gissing is referring to
the pastimes of Bob Hewett who roams the streets v;ith his
companions when they have no money for other entertain-
ments. Gissing says:
Would that it were possible to set down a
brutal report of the conversation v/hich passed
during the hours thus spent I Much of it, of
course, would be merely revolting but for the
most part it would consist of such wearying,
such incredible imbecilities as no human patience
could endure through five minutes perusal.
And again in New Grub Street he speaks throu^ Mr.
Blffen who is telling of his new novel of realism, Mr .
Bailey
,
Grocer :
"’There *11 be nothing bestial in it you know.'"
Concerning this restraint a review by the
Standard of The Nether World at the time of publication
Gissing, George, The Nether ViTorld
,
(New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1889), TTHT ' p". "§10.
Gissing, George, New Grub Street
,
(New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company (n.d. ) )
,
Ch. X, p. 131.
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stated
:
Mr. Gissing is one of the fev/ persons
who can handle pitch v;ithout being defiled by
it. While he runs Zola close as a realist his
thoughts and language are as pure as those of
Miss Yonge herself.
But to the England of his day, this restraint
v/as not sufficient. Ahead of his time, Gissing v;rote for
a public steeped in the Victorian romantic novel and
Victorian conventions. Therefore, it is not surprising
that his novels which depicted true life among the lower
class were rejected as distasteful, crude and even
shocking. Nevertheless, though forced to earn his living
by writing, Gissing never stooped to make a trade of his
art. But like George Eliot who refused to deviate from
her moral aim, Gissing refused to deviate from that aim
which he had stated early in his career - to picture life
truthfully - and refusing to be discouraged, spurned the
criticism of publishers who rejected his works because they
were, "too painful to please the ordinary novel reader".
Under adverse conditions he continued to write with
meticulous care, polishing and repolishing until often a
heaviness of style resulted, and voicing many tim.es through
his characters his bitterness tov/ard the unthinking public
Gissing, George, Demos , (London: John Murray,
1908), Reviews on cover.
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who wished only to he entertained and amused but never
to face life as it was. Expressing this sentiment in a
letter to his brother, Gissing v/rites of Workers in the
Dawn ;
It is not a book for women and children
but for thinking and struggling men. If readers
can put faith in the desperate sincerity of the
author, they will not be disgusted with the book;
otherwise, it is far better they should not read
it.
And again in a letter to his sister Margaret he
speaks of this same disregard for public opinion;
The v/riters v/ho help me most are French
and Russian. I have not much sympathy with
English points of view. And that is why I
scarcely think that my own writing can ever be
popular. The mob v/ill go to other people who
better suit their taste.
Frequently this same bitterness and scorn for
the public is spoken in Kev/ Grub Street which is largely
autobiographic. Edv/in Reardon, a struggling v/rlter who
is striving to write for the educated, is contrasted v;ith
Jasper Milvaln, a social climber who writes to please and
thus further himself. Mr. Milvain’s advice is, ’’The art of
writing . . . for the public in general ... is to express
•Z.O
Gissing, George, Letters of George Gissing
,
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1927 ) ,Ch. I,p.74.
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Ibid, Ch. IV, p. 183.
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-fdXw bodaB'idnoo ai ^badao'jbo o.id 'xo^ .sdX'^i-^ od
briB oaaoXq od aodXnw orfw ledinilo ^ ladoor. b ,nlav£lM rceqaaT,
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vulgar thought and feeling in a way that flatters the
vulgar thinkers and feelers." And again, "Supply a
simpleton with the reading he craves, if it will put
money in your pocket." While of Mr. Reardon a devoted
friend states, "Well, my dear, you don't expect ordinary
novel readers to know about Mr. Reardon."
Purpose . Though other writers, as has been
previously shown, had approached realism, their v/ritlngs, for
the most part, had been marred by burlesque, sentimentality,
direct theorizing of the author, moralizing, retribution,
and other romantic devices which cloaked the starkness
of the ugly. V/ith such devices Glssing had no sympathy
for his life had known none of these reliefs, and thus
in employing them he would have been departing from the
truth as he saw it. Perhaps in the absence of didactic
purpose Glssing comes nearer true realism than writers
preceding him. His purpose is not to reform but to
picture. He offers no solution to end the misery of the
forgotten classes of society. That this was his intent
is confirmed in a letter to his sister Ellen;
'^4
Gissing, George, Mew Grub Street
,
(New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company), Ch. XXVIII, p. 35S.
Ibid, Gh. XXVIII, p. 419.
Ibid, Ch. X, p. 124.
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... I do not dogmatise, remember; my
ideas are negative and on the whole I confine
myself to giving pictures of life as it looks
to my observation of it.
Neither does he sympathize with his characters
for in life he does not associate with them but stands
aloof, scornful of their lives and their way which
heredity and environment have developed. Thus, he is
able to give a more detached and objective picture of
his characters (when they are not autobiographic) than
did Charles Dickens and George Eliot who because of their
close association v/ith their characters were prone to
make allowances for their failings and to picture them
more kindly and genial than they perhaps v/ere
.
So too the v;orld about his characters is cold
and indifferent. Virtue is not rewarded nor is villainy
punished as in George Eliot. Misery, frustration, and
death are meted out to all alike. Happiness comes to a
few, but it is short lived and sure to be followed by
tragedy. Living in an age of Victorian wealth, smug
decorum, and Industrial success v/hen it was indecent to
think sociallstically, Gissing had felt keenly this cold
indifference of a nation that was concerned v;ith deciding
Gissing, George, Letters of George Gissing
.
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927), Ch. VII,
p. 318.
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the rules of etiquette in Parliament while its people
were burdened v/ith misery and crying for subsistence.
Thus, in Gissing's novels there are fev; benign benefactors
to lend a helping hand but rather exacting landlords who
know no mercy. Each is struggling to eke out his ov/n
meager means and has little compassion for his suffering
neighbor. It is a world of the survival of the fittest
ViTith the scheming and conniving hypocrite succeeding often
at the expense of the honest and well meaning. This was
life as Gissing had known it, and filled with his ov/n
bitterness towards it he paints in stark daring strokes
that others may know it too.
This bitterness which is felt in his early novels
that deal with the "ignobly decent" is a departure from
the objectivity advocated by the Goncourts and Zola, but
Gissing justifies it in the realm of realism for he says
a novelist is depicting life as it seems to him and
therefore the writing must necessarily be subjective to
some extent. He does condemn novelists, however, for
38
speaking directly to the reader as "showmen" v/ould.
This use of the word "shovrraen" might. Indeed, be directed
Gissing, George, Selections Autobiographical
and Imaginative
.
(London; Jonathan Cape, 1929), p. 219.
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particularly to V/illiam Thackeray v/ho in his most nearly
realistic work. Vanity Fair
,
presents his characters
to the reader as puppets and himself as the showman who
is controlling these figures. However, it was applicable
to all writers considered in the previous pages for like
Thackeray they too believed that the novel was a means of
communication between the writer and the reader. To
pretend, however, that Gissing is entirely free from this
fault would not be honest for in few instances he does
transgress and speak his mind directly. Yet for the most
part, his novels are a rendering of life as he saw it or
lived it.
Treatment of character . Likewise in the treatment
of character, Gissing approaches the realistic ideal. Close-
ly resembling Thackeray in Vanity Fair in this respect,
Gissing portrays average individuals, a mixture of good and
bad, men and women who fall before the temptations set in
their path by environment and fate. Unlike Dickens and
Kingsley who portrayed static types, Gissing portrays a
natural slow development within his characters v/ho in their
development prove themselves stronger or weaker than they
v/ere first believed to be. Their development, however, is
often in the form of deterioration, but that is in keeping
v/ith the sordidness of their surroundings and the hope-
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lessness of their plight. This hopelessness and
defeatist attitude of Gissing’s characters has been
attacked by many who have stated this as proof that
Gissing did not understand his characters, as Dickens
did, for example, for if he had, they say, he would have
realized that Ihe poor did not feel defeated for in the
hearts of the poor there was always hope of something
better, ("the elasticity of the soul") nor did they feel
bitter about their situation. But because Gissing, as
an intellectual, was looking down upon them, a lov/er
class, he read into their lives this misery and suffering.
Personally, I have no sympathy with such a hypothesis but
tend to agree v/ith Gissing and his interpretation of
their misery. Any other is too strongly suggestive of
the type of propaganda which has kept the poor down-
trodden for too many years. Gissing was not in favor
of democracy but, in fact, lived in fear of it; yet he
did have sufficient humanity in his being to appreciate
that such misery and suffering as he sav; in the London
slums was not meant for man.
Once fashioned his characters act and speak
independently of their author who assumes no responsibility
for them. That this was his intent was related in tv/o
different letters to his brother. Both references are
T:00‘iq sr, 9Xtfd- bee's l-o &vii i o lv; Ynsn ’^d b©7x"oBd^s
ene^foia as ^ a'le^oa'is lo aid bnBiQ^obfUJ d'on bib ^nrasiO ^
/ I
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to The Unclasaed ;
. . .
Waymark is a study of character,
and he alone is responsible for his sentiments.
My characters must speak as they would actually
and I cannot be responsible for what they say.
... I assure you this man (V/oodstock, Unclassed )
is very life-like; the only thing is that I have
ventured to drav; him more faithfully than any
other English novelist v;ould.
The main characters of his early novels are young
men v;ho, like himself, are well educated, cultured,
but without money, and misfits in the society in which
they find themselves. The story then records their
struggles and efforts in their endeavor to rise into a
higher sphere of society and the psychological effect of
those struggles within the character. Such is the case
with Edwin Reardon, the chief character of Nev; Grub Street
and in many respects a reproduction of George Gisslng.
Edwin Reardon, a poor young writer of some
promise, marries a spoiled, selfish woman anxious for
his immediate rise to fame that she may reflect in his
glory. Together they live in a well-furnished apartment
in a better section of London and enjoy the services of
Gissing, George, Letters of George Gisslng
.
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1927,)
Ch. Ill, p. 140.
40 Ibid, p. 141.
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a maid in anticipation of the success that is to be
theirs. Gradually, as his writings are returned and
his small savings begin to dwindle, the maid is dismissed
and they move to a smaller apartment in an attempt to
curtail expenses. With the fear that she married a
failure gnawing at her heart, Amy urges him on at his
task of writing, and pressed by her ambition and fearful
of losing her love if he fails, Reardon works unceasingly
and feverishly. But such anxiety and strain are not
conducive to good v/ork, and each novel written at such
great expense fails more miserably than the last. Bitter-
ness, quarreling, and poverty soon lead to separation.
His v/lfe returns to the ease and comfort of her mother’s
house while Edv/ln moves about from one lodging house to
another, each time renting a room smaller in size and
cheaper in price, until finally, still a failure in his
work, he is living in abject poverty but still struggling
to produce. Embittered by his frustration, he shuns his
former acquaintances and drav/ing more v/lthin himself, he
contemplates varied means of escape, including suicide.
His suffering is relieved temporarily when the illness
of his child brings about a reconciliation. With his
wife's love renewed and promise of success from his
latest book, good fortune seems imminent. But the night
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his son dies, Reardon's cold, contracted when minus an
overcoat which had been sold for food he had walked in
the inclement weather to his son's bedside, develops into
pneumonia, and he dies the follov/ing day.
In contrast to the failure of Reardon and the
demoralizing effect of poverty, Jasper Milvain is
developed in the same novel. With neither the sensitive-
ness nor the ability of Reardon, Milvain, confident in his
egoism, tramples upon others who stand in his way and by
fair or foul means attains his goal, V/ith no creed of
his own, he is willing to v;rite v/hatever the public
wants so long as it will put money in his pocket. In his
private life also he is ever mindful of furthering
himself financially and socially. Believing Marian Yule
to have inherited her uncle's money, he proposes marriage.
Later, when he finds this not to be true, he tries, by
delaying the marriage and neglecting Marian, to encourage
her to break the engagement. Finally, admitting himself
that this is what he wants, he turns his attention to
Amy, Marian's cousin and Reardon's widow, who has
inherited the fortune. Despicable in many v/ays, yet he
is genial and affable company. His weakness is money and
social success for himself and his sisters v;hora he tutors
and prods with equal zeal.
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Piers Otaway has a more successful development.
An illegitimate son. Piers is an aspiring young idealist
who is desirous of obtaining a minor government position
for which he spends the greater part of his day and night
studying. Thin and sallow complexioned as a result of
his poor living habits, he is a kind of scholarly recluse
Interested only in his intellectual pursuits. While
living in the home of a middle class family in London,
he meets Irene Derwent, the daughter of a wealthy and
indulgent doctor. Irene, confident and assured in her
position in society, purposely aims to take Piers away
from his studies while she is visiting in the home.
The inevitable happens. Irene succeeds in distracting
his attentions from his studies, but when she has
returned to her home. Piers cannot return to his books.
Despondent and melancholy in her absence, he sits idly
day dreaming. Poor and shabbily dressed he is ill at
ease in her circle of friends, and in his position he has
no hopes of ever winning her love. At length, inspired by
this love, he forgoes the examinations and with references
from his father’s friend, Mr. Jacks, goes to Australia.
There he becomes successful in business and later returns
to London. With a new confidence born of his success and
his improved appearance, he is no longer a misfit but has
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mastered the art of social living and wins Irene’s love.
Free of moral bias, Gissing unlike George Eliot,
does not bring a man like Jasper Milvain low in retribution
for the suffering he has caused others. But rather the
last picture of Jasper shows him exulting with his v/ife,
Amy, over his most recent appointment as editor of a
literary magazine and his escape from Marian Yule whose
fingers he always felt must be stained with ink.
.
' So too, Gissing offers Marian Yule no reward for
her life of service to her father and mother and her
kindness to all she knev/. Shaken by the hypocrisy of
Milvain whom she had loved and thought to be sincere,
Marian must go on with her wearisome drudgery for the
support of her family.
It was futility such as this that Mr. Swinnerton
had in mind, perhaps, when he said that Gissing, ’’pitched
his work in too low a key.” But Gissing would have
answered that this was life as he had knov/n it.
That we may get a complete and v/ell-rounded
picture, Gissing, as did Meredith, analyzes the motives
underlying the actions of his characters and like Eliot,
portrays the effect of those actions upon their inward selves.
An excellent example of this analysis of conscience
40-A Gissing, George, The Crown of Life
,
(London:
Methuen and Company, 1899)
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and gradual deterioration of character is found in Demos .
Contrary to the theme of the majority of Gissing's v/orks -
namely, poverty is the cause of man’s ruin. Demos portrays
the ruin of an entire family by the acquisition of wealth.
Richard Mutimer, a young steel worker with socialistic
leanings, suddenly inherits a large fortune and a manor
house in Wanley. Instantly, fired hy the zeal of the
socialist, Richard makes elaborate plans for completing
the iron works, started by his uncle, with hopes of
operating it on a socialistic plan with the profits
benefiting the Cause and defeating Capitalism. Thinking
of the money not as his ov/n but that of the Cause, he
lays his plans before the members of the party, and amid
their rousing cheers of approval, he departs for Wanley
where he is to prepare the house for Emma Vine, his fiancee
who is to join him later, Emma, like Richard, is of the
working class, but her lot has been more difficult for
she has the support of an invalid sister. Established in
Wanley, Richard begins to change slowly and gradually in
little ways at first, as in manners of dress and of speech.
Soon he is very careful not to drop his ’’h’s” and not to
pronounce them where they shouldn't be. His visits to
his family and Emma become less frequent, but he calms
his chiding conscience with talk of much work to be done.
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Later, to Dan Dabbs, an old friend who is beginning to
doubt Richard's sincerity, Richard voices, in the form
of a protest, the very question which has been torturing
him: ”Do you suppose I shall cry off v/ith Emma Vine just
because I've got more money than I used to have?”
Disturbed by a feeling of guilt in his neglect of Emma
and his Increasing ardor for Adela Vk^altham, a lady by
birth, Richard rationalizes until he finally reaches the
satisfactory decision that it would be best for the Cause
if he marries Adela for then there would be a union of
the classes - the wage earner and the bourgeois. But
never before had he sinned against his conscience and
now he is sorely troubled, being able neither to sleep
nor eat, but regardless of everything he must have a
lady for a wife. Ashamed of his actions, he is unable
to tell Emraa or his mother of his marriage, but forces
this task upon his sister. From then on, his convictions
in the Cause are not as strong, nor is his conscience
as active. Ee begins to think less of the money as a
trust for the Cause and spends more for his personal
pleasure and comfort. Old friends are passed by, and
his sister must become a lady and make a suitable marriage.
41 Glssing, George, Demos, (London: John Murray,
1908), Ch. IX, p. 118.
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Alv/ays, however, before his v/ife, he feels inferior and
is never confident of her love. Finally, v/ith the money
no longer his and harrassed from all sides, he degenerates
into a jealous and suspicious husband, condemning his v/ife
for her ladyisms, the very qualities which had endeared
her to him and resorting to brutality of action and
coarseness of language and yet despising himself for both.
Of him then Gissing says:
The thin crust of refinement v/as shattered.
Even his accent deteriorated as he flung out his
passionate words. Ee spoke like any London
mechanic, with defect and excess of aspirates,
with neglect of ”g's” at the end of v/ords and
so on.
At length, v/ith the angry mob grov/ling and snarling before
him, the prophetic v/ords of his mother ring true: "It’s
43
money as 'as ruined him and ’as ’ll be the ruin of us all."
In like manner, an analysis of Sidney Kirkwood’s
conscience reveals the true character of the man. A friend
to Jane Snowdon when she was a little girl and living as
a servant with Mrs. Peckover, Sidney becomes a similar
friend to her grandfather and visits them frequently in
their small apartment v/here he watches Jane develop from
a child to a yovmg v/oman. Realizing his friendship has
4? /Gissing, George, Demos
,
(London: Jolm Murray,
1908), Ch. XVI, p. 207.
43 Ibid, Ch. XXVIII, p. 367.
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grown to a deeper feeling, he speaks to the grandfather
of his love for Jane. Pleased at the development, Mr.
Snowdon reveals his plans for Jane who at his death will
inherit a large Siam of money v/hich she is to use for
humanitarian purposes. With Sidney to guide her, Mr. Snov/don
is nov/ sure that his plans v/ill succeed. At first, Sidney
falls into the plan willingly, but later vrhen remarks of
others insinuate his marrying for money, he begins to
doubt his own sincerity in agreeing to aid in the plan of
Mr. Snowdon. No longer stirred by social questions perhaps
he would not be generous enough to encourage Jane to use
the money for others; perhaps in his selfishness he v/ould
want it for their own comfort, and advising her thus, he
would break faith with Mr. Snowdon and eventually ruin
Jane’s life. Torn between his love for Jane and his respect
for honesty, he remains away until he has reached his
decision - not to marry Jane.
The slow and gradual downfall of Alma Frothingham
resembles that of Eimna Bovary in Flaubert’s novel, Madame
Bovary . Alma, a talented and much admired beauty of London
society, decides to marry Harry Rolfe when she is left
penniless after her father’s suicide. Having thrived upon
praise and flattery all during her life, she now seeks it
at any cost. And it is this very seeking that brings about
43
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her downfall. When first married, she startles the
social set by moving to the suburbs into a modest house
where she plans to live simply and to enjoy the worth-
while things in life. This plan satisfies for a time,
but gradually her friends cease to marvel and visit her
less frequently. Her husband, similar in many ways to
Madame Bovary 's husband, reserved and shy v/ith strangers,
likes the quietness of their life and fails to marvel at
the sacrifices which his v/ife believes she is making.
Soon tiring of such a life, Amy returns to her music v/hich
had once won for her great admiration from her friends.
This time she hopes for a concert career and works diligent-
ly to gain the attention it v/ill bring. Pleased by the
flatteries of Mr. Dymes v/ho is to promote her career, her
cold reserve towards him vanishes, and before long she is
on equal footing with one v/hom she knows menial, scheming
and treacherous. Though she resents his insulting
familiarity, she is dependent upon him and permits it to
continue. Bored by her husband and fearing that she may
be losing her charm for other men, she seeks self gratifi-
cation and in doing so becomes involved in more serious
indiscretions, innocent though they appear from the start,
v;hich result in disaster for many.
During her many trips to the city where she is
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studying music, she meets a Mr. Redgrave, a v/ealthy
man-about-tovm practiced in the art of flattery to
beautiful women. Thinking her friend Sybil secretly
interested in Mr. Redgrave, Alma tingles at the thoughts
of winning his attentions away from Sybil. Little by
little Ahna becomes more interested in Mr. Redgrave until
it is no longer a game she is playing but a necessary part
of her existence. Her absence from home is easily ex-
plained to her dull, trusting husband who, disturbed by
her nervousness and feverish state, believes it to be due
to her anxiety over the forthcoming concert. Ultimately
she becomes more involved in intrigue which by now has
become distasteful to her but from which she cannot become
free. To conciliate her conscience she begins to suspect
her husband’s faithfulness and accuses him of being in
love with Mary Abbott for whom he has high regard. Finally
as a result of malicious gossip about Sybil Carnaby which
Alma herself started in hopes that Sybil’s husband would
prevent Sybil from meeting Mr. Redgrave, Mr. Redgrave is
murdered by Mr. Carnaby. Exhausted mentally and physically,
Alma collapses, delirious and ill. An overdose of sleeping
A'2, TD
drug taken during her convalescence ends her misery.
Bob Hewett’s deterioration is slow but certain.
Coming from a poor but decent family, Bob shows signs of
Gissing, George, The V>hirlpool^ [iTew York:
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promise. Together with his fine appearance, he has
shown ability for the die-sinker’s trade. His weakness
in character is an over abimdance of self assurance and
a reckless attitude that is sure to lead him into trouble.
This first signifies itself in the friends he chooses.
Heedless of his father’s warnings Bob continues in his
reckless ways and finally, more or less to spite Clem
Peckover, an ardent and jealous admirer, he marries
Pennyloaf Candy, a girl from Shooter’s Gardens, the most
evil of slums, where her mother spends her days in drunken-
ness and her evenings in fighting v/ith her husband. Bob’s
happiness continues after his marriage until he begins to
grov/ restless from the monotony of work and home. Resuming
his place with the crowd, he leaves Fenny loaf alone more
frequently and grows abusive toward her when she tries to
plead for his company. Finally, his cleverness in making
coins becomes known, and he is offered the chance of
making counterfeit money. Hesitant, at first, in becoming
involved in dishonest practices. Bob at length succurabs
to the lure of easy money. Once started in this practice
he cannot withdraw and the demoralizing effect is great.
Again he meets Clem Peckover who infects him
vi^ith her cruelty and suggests to him nevj forms of torture
for Pennyloaf whom she h.ates. Although despising his own
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weakness, he follov/s Clem’s bidding and after each
interview v/ith her he sinks further into the mire.
Stripped of all moral decency now, he clings to his one
aspect of self respect, a steady job, for v;ith the loss
of this, his degradation, in his mind, would be complete.
Finally, his secret v/ork is exposed by one of his pals
v/ithin Bob's hearing. Running like a hunted animal through
the crooked alleys and courts, he is struck by a v/agon,
but fearful of being taken by the police he continues his
flight, all the v/hile spitting forth blood, until he
arrives at his mother-in-law’s room. Kere, crouched in
the corner and weak from the loss of blood, he is found
by his faithful Fennyloaf who cradles him in her arms until
the police arrive.
The demoralizing effect of unrequited love is
traced in Thyrza . Luke Ackroyd is an intelligent young
man with advanced views on politics and religion, but
deprived of an education, be v;ill never rise beyond his
job in the candle and soap works v/here he is a steady and
conscientious worker. Luke is in love with Thyrza Trent
and patiently waits for a sign that his love may be
returned. But fate is not kind to Luke, and when Thyrza
reveals that she is to marry Mr. Grail, his friend, Luke's
downfall is certain. Occasionally, at first, and then with
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more regularity, his evenings are spent in the public
houses where his solace is women and drink. Frequently
he is absent from work, and his former interest in books
is laid aside. Such a life becomes so fixed a habit that
he cannot throv/ it off when he desires to do so. Finding
a new interest in Totty Nancarrow, he wishes to marry the
girl, but she will accept him only if he proves he can
lay aside his evil ways. Though the desire is strong,
human nature is weak, and he never marries Totty,
Clem Feckover is a vivid and realistic portrayal
of character in its slow and careful development. ViThen
Clem is first pictured, her sadistic tendencies are
evident in her treatment of Jane, a servant girl who only
a few years younger than Clem is a mere child by comparison
and stands in av/e and dread of the vicious Clem, Bored
by her idleness, Clem decides to relieve the monotony by
torturing Jane, first by forcing the hungry child to stand
by and v/atch her as she satisfies her hunger on sausages
and bread washed down by long draughts of beer. During
the meal, a better idea occurs to her and she orders Jane
into the dark back parlour where the old Mrs. Feckover is
laid out waiting burial. Knowing Jane's morbid fear of
the room, Clem delights in watching the signs of horror
and sickening pale that clouds Jane's countenance and the
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trembling that seizes her frail body. But her master
stroke of sadism is when she orders the girl to sleep
that night in the parlor with the corpse.
Pleasing to the eye and practiced in the art
of seduction, Clem has caught the attention of Bob Eewett,
but overestimating her power over him and underestimating
Bob's independent spirit, she loses him by her constant
nagging and spying. Later she and her mother, who is
equal to Clem as a schemer, lay their plans to ensnare
the recently arrived Mr. Snowdon v;hom they think to be an
heir to a legacy. Once married to him, Clem learns that
her husband is her equal in natters of trickery and
scheming. Gradually she grov/s to hate him because of his
cleverness and is determined to outsmart him. Certain he
v/ill leave her as soon as the money is his, she v/orks upon
Bob Hewett, whom she has within her power again, to murder
her husband. Bob shrinks from such an act, at first, but
her power is magic and he reluctantly agrees. But Clem is
foiled by fate, for the night Bob is to carry out his
orders, he is struck by a cart and dies. As Clem had
feared, her husband abandons her. Enraged at her defeat,
she turns her venom on her mother whom she accuses of
having obtained money from Snov/don. But the mother laughs
at Clem for letting him get av;ay. The last v;e hear of Clem
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she is accused of poisoning her mother.
As a further aid in character portrayal Gissing
employs much conversation in his novels. While this has
been considered a fault by critics, Gissing’s dialogue, I
believe, is of such quality that it aids in the understand-
ing of the characters, particularly in the treatment of
the minor characters to whom little space is given in
character portrait. And since he wished all his characters
to be individuals, perhaps dialogue at the expense of
detailed portrayal is preferable. In either case, the
story would be delayed. Gisslng’s dialogue is also said
to lack sparkle and wit. This is true, for the most part,
but is easily explained for in the life Gissing knew, there
was no humor. The humor and the most rapid dialogue in the
novels of the earlier writers v/as found among the servant
class, and this is tme of Gissing. The garrulity of Mrs.
Bolt affords a kind of humor often found in Dickens. In
the following she is talking to Mr. Kingcote who has come
to visit his sister recently bereaved by the death of her
husband.
’’Poor thing I She's that done! It was
hawful suddin' in a way, though we'd been a-
expectin' of it for weeks you may say. It's
been a trial for poor Mrs. Jalland, that it have!
She couldn't seem to take comfort, not even when
she saw him laid out. He was a good deal wasted
away, poo man, but he had a pleasant look like on
43-D Ibid, 65.
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his face; he alius v/as a pleasant-lookin' man.
An' there's some o' the funeral beer left over,
if you'd like - It's only about a 'arf-a-pint
as is left. We've been most careful, knov;in' as
there wasn't no money to throv/ av/ay, in a manner
speakin'
,
though of course, as both me an' my
'usband said, we knew as Mr. Xingcut 'ud like
everythink done in a 'andsome V7ay, though not bein'
able to be present pers'nally.”
The following quotation exemplifies realistic
banter among three v/omen from the lov/er level of society.
Mrs. Foie and Folly, anxious to know more about Carrie's
life, are prodding her with questions about her husband
whom they have never seen but who Carrie claims supports
her
.
don't knov; v/hat you mean by that," Polly
retorted, "but I know as I wouldn't have a husband who
didn't ov/n me . "
"No more wouldn't I," put in Mrs. Pole.
"And no more I have," cried Carrie.
"I s' pose you'll pretend as he gave you this
45
money today?" continued Folly.
The following is an excellent example of grim
humor descriptive of the man. John Fether, a radical
v/hose troubles have slightly deranged his mind, is talking
Gissing, George, Selections Autobiographical from
the Works of George Gissing, ( London : J. 'Cap'e
,
1929 ) ,Ch.XVII
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Gissing, George, Workers in the Dawn
,
(Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Doran & Co. , Inc
.
, 1935 ) , Vol. II,
Part III, Ch. XI, p. 341.
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with Helen Homan who has asked if Mr. Tollady is at home
and if she can see him.
“Ee is at home,*' said the man sternly, "hut
neither you nor anyone else can see him - unless you take
a spade and a mattock to Highgate Cemetery and disturb the
dead.
"
"Do you - do you mean he's dead?" stammered the
lady.
"I do. Are not the dead at home? What better
home can a man have than the grave? There no tax -
gatherer comes to trouble you, no himger, no oppression."
Often dialogue reveals much about an individual's
vv'orld. Mr. Biffen's house is on fire and while he has
been able to rescue the manuscript he had just finished,
he was unable to save the books in his room. Speaking to a
man in the crowd of spectators before the burning house,
he says.
"All my books burnt!"
"Your account books!" cried the dealer in oil!
In the follov/ing quotation Mr. Gresham, Helen
46 /Gissing, George, V/orkers in the Dav/n
,
(Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Doran & Co., Inc., 1935), Vol. I,
Part II, Ch. VII, p. 368.
Gissing, George, New Grub Street
,
(Hew York: E.
P. Dutton & Co.,(n.d.)), Ch. XXXI, p. 395.
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Norman's uncle and guardian, is well characterized. Mr.
Gresham, an artist and a snob, is speaking about the poor
to Helen who v;lshes to do philanthropic work among them.
"... they are not to be classed with
human beings but rather with the brutes . . .
You might as well teach a pig to understand
Euclid as to teach one of these gaol-birds to
knov/ and feel v/hat is meant by honesty, virtue,
kindness, intellectuality"
Mrs. Waltham is a shallow creature Interested in
a successful marriage for her daughter. Y/hen she learns
that Hubert Eldon is not the heir to the Mutlmer fortune,
she turns her attentions to Richard Mutimer, who, deficient
in social graces and breeding, is the sole heir. Yet of
his sister Alice, Mrs. Mutimer later says,
"She is not at home with us. And how can
it be expected? It is in her blood, of course;
she belongs so distinctly to an inferior class.
... I can't think that persons of her class
have quite the sam.e feelings."
To complete his realistic portrayal of English
life among the "ignobly decent", George Gissing employs in
each novel many characters from varied walks of life. Shop-
keepers, Innlceepers, factory workers, landladies, industri-
alists, philanthropists, the idle rich, politicians.
Gissing, George, Workers in the Dawn
,
(Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Doran Sc Co., Inc., 1935), Vol. I,
Part II, Ch. I, p. 258.
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Gissing, George, Demos, (London: John Murray,
1908), Ch. XXXVI, p. 467.
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ministers, lawyers, school teachers, street walkers -
all are included in his picture of London. And because of
his desire to develop fully each individual, Gissing's
novels have a looseness of construction which interferes
v/ith the reading pleasure. Fev/er characters and thus fev/er
interruptions in his story might have meant better style,
but this would not have been the complete picture as Gissing
saw it. Also, Gissing worried little about construction
for he disliked the idea of plot as the Victorians had
knovm it. The climax in his novel is inevitable for his
method like Meredith's was to set the stage and fashion
his characters who from then on controlled the situation.
Method . In addition, many problems are left un-
solved, another departure from the accepted method of fiction
writing. Purposely, he tells us, he has left many threads
hanging loose and lives not rounded off, for that is life.
This, of course, is the "slice of life" realism of the
French realists. Examples of loose threads left hanging
are many. Jane Snowdon, alone in the world and still a
young woman, is living in one room and working in a factory.
Of what lies ahead for her, we are given no hint. Clem
Peckover is accused of having tried to poison her mother,
but what will become of her after a short sentence, we do
not know. How long will Sidney Kirkwood continue to be
i«
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patient and understanding to his complaining and introverted
wife? Vifhat happens to Lydia Trent after her sister dies?
Does Annabel Newthorpe marry Walter Egremont, after
admitting she does not love him? What happens to Carrie
Mitchell? What becomes of Harry Mutimer without his brother
Richard to shield him from trouble? Such questions could
go on at length as proof of Gissing’s ’’slice of life”
realism.
Social problems . And as Gissing wished to present
the people of his day, so too he presented the social
problems confronting them. Always, however, these social
problems were dealt with in their relation to their psycho-
logical effect upon man and not as a political problem in
itself. Interested, as was George Meredith, in the emancipa
tion of women, Gissing frequently brings out through
character portrayal in his novels the evil effect from not
educating women for it was Gissing 's wish to elevate woman
to be man's intellectual equal and his companion.
The Odd Women has this as its underlying theme.
Written at a later period in his life, this novel pictures
the lives of those in the layer above the "ignobly decent”,
whom he was wont to picture in his early years, and concen-
trate on analysis of character rather than descriptive
painting.
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Dr. Madden dies suddenly and leaves four
daughters financially dependent and untrained to earn
their way in the world. One girl dies and tv/o become
governesses, Alice and Virginia. Monica, the youngest,
is the beauty of the family, and for her Alice and Virginia
have hope of a successful marriage, but in the meantime,
Monica must work in a factory where she is unhappy and
lonely among a group of girls from a different society.
Alice and Virginia share a small apartment in London when
in search of v/ork, Alice is the more successful of the
two while Virginia is frequently without a position. Being
idle becomes dull and v/orrisome for Virginia and the trouble
begins. At first, only on occasion, Virginia steps into
a public house for a small glass to lift her weary spirits.
This, followed by a peppermint as camouflage, buoys her
morale for another period. Gradually her trips to the
square become more frequent, but no one suspects her
secret. In time, Alice accepts a position outside of
London and Virginia is left alone in the apartment. Life
is more dreary than ever now for Virginia, and thus the
peppermints have a prominent place on the mantel and the
gin is delivered with her groceries. Her condition grows
worse, but her secret is not detected by the sisters who
visit her until she is a confirmed alcoholic and must be
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sent to a sanitariiam.
Monica, realizing the drabness of her sisters’
meager existence, and fearing the same fate for her herself,
marries Mr. Widdov/son, a man of middle age v/ho has a
modest income. Although not professing any love for him,
she is sure the marriage will be successful, for he will
be able to support her and her sisters. Once married,
she begins to long for the company of young people and
an escape from her husband who has become very jealous
and domineering. The inevitable happens; Monica meets
Mr. Bevis. Then follow v/eeks of lies and intrigue which
in turn cause Monica to despise herself for telling them
and her husband for making them necessary. Blindly
deceived by the artful Mr. Bevis, she leaves her husband
and offers to go away with Bevis. But he, disturbed by
this turn of events, is anxious to extricate hlm.self and
leaves London immediately. Later Monica receives his
letter telling her that such a love as theirs should not
be sullied by divorce. Monica returns to her sister's
room where she dies after the birth of her child.
In contrast to the Madden girls, are Miss Barfoot
and Miss Nunn both educated and happy in their work at
Miss Barfoot 's school which trains young women for clerical
work. Miss Rhoda Nunn had been a childhood friend to the
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Madden girls, living in the same suburb . With parents
less successful financially than Dr. Madden in the early
days, Rhoda knew she would need employment to support
herself when she grew older and as a young girl had decided
to study to become a teacher. Such a statement from Rhoda
had rather shocked the Madden girls who had no thoughts
then of working outside their home. Later when Rhoda
while teaching with Miss Barfoot is offered marriage, her
decision is based on motives other than money. But to
girls like the Maddens, marriage was a blessing to be
sought, for it meant protection from want and loneliness.
Both Miss Nunn and Miss Barfoot are pictures of the
twentieth century career woman and advanced thought,
proving that Gissing held advanced views.
The imequal bond of marriage is another favorite
theme often present in Gissing’ s v/orks. When such a
marriage takes place, Gissing proceeds to reveal the
demoralizing effect of the union upon one or both parties.
In New Grub Street
.
the ruin of Edwin Reardon because of
a selfish, greedy woman has been told. Arthur Golding, in
Workers in the Dawn
,
reminiscent of George Gissing in his
marriage, marries Carrie Mitchell a street walker for whom he
feels sorry. Thinking her merely a victim of circumstances, he
sets about to improve her condition. First, he must break her
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of the habit of drink. This, he thinks, can be done by-
satisfying her cravings with the proper food and occupy-
ing her mind with household tasks. Then, she must learn
to speak correctly and to read, for reading will deter
her mind from evil pleasures. At first Carrie makes good
progress \mder his careful surveillance, but before long
the effort becomes -unbearable to her, and she resents
Arthur’s efforts and criticisms. Signs of the old life
begin to appear, and ultimately she is back at her familiar
haunts with her former friends. During this period and
subsequent ones, Arthur's distress and anguish is great
and sincere. Each time he takes her back and patiently
tries once again to redeem her life. Finally, realizing
the futility of his efforts, he leaves her but continues
his financial support. Tied to such a woman, his life
stretches hopelessly before him, but it is when he knows
that his love for Helen Herman is returned that the utter
wretchedness of his situation is revealed to him. Helen,
the essence of purity and nobility, could never understand
or forgive such an alliance. Finally in desperation,
Arthur leaves England for the United States. It is while
at Niagara that he reads of Helen's death and uttering her
name in an agonizing call, he leaps to his death.
A union such as that of Richard Mutimer and Adela
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Waltham, Glssing felt, could never succeed. In Gissing's
mind it was utterly impossible that a man could rise above
the class to which he was born, and to him, each class
was marked by its degree or lack of sensitivity and refine-
ment. The laboring class, he believed, v;as marked by its
lack of appreciation for the finer things and when Adela
consented to marry Richard Mutimer, a mechanic, because
of his money, she committed an act base and unv/orthy of
her class. Therefore, the first years of her married life
are spent in remorse. To atone for her sin, she determines
she will be an exemplary wife in obedience and kindness
and will try to understand Richard’s socialistic views.
Faithful sl\e is and obedient until in his misery result-
ing from the loss of the money, his cloak of refinement
falls from him and again he becomes the brute mechanic.
The love that had been growing within her is destroyed,
but moved by his remorse, she remains true to her vows
and shares in his misery and shame. Faithful to the end,
she watches over his lifeless form as it lies on the bare
4Q-Afloor of Emma Vine’s room.
Sidney Kirkv/ood enters into an unequal bond when
he marries Clara Kev/ett, a selfish spoiled and self-centered
girl. Sidney, a capable and honest artisan, has many times
asked Clara to marry him, but each time she has refused.
49
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Gentle and patient, Sidney is v;illing to wait, thinking
Clara will one day change her mind. But she longs for
a more exciting life than being married to Sidney can
offer and leaves home in hopes of finding it. During
the years she is away, Sidney hears nothing from her and
turns his attentions elsewhere. Finally disfigured for
life Clara returns to her father’s home, a despondent
and melancholy figure shunning society. But at length,
seeking an escape from a lonely life, she decides to
marry Sidney, and pretending the need of his counsel she
arranges an interview with him in a friend’s apartment.
There she employs all her clever art of acting learned on
the stage and brings him to her feet. In marrying Clara,
Sidney marries the entire family: John Hewett, her father,
and his three younger children. A poor wife at the best,
Clara continues to feel sorry for herself and demands
great sympathy and constant consoling. Household expenses
are heavy because of poor management and waste, and as
Sidney’s small savings dv/indle, his shoulders become more
stooped; but to the end, he continues uncomplainingly,
showing gentleness and kindness to all about him.
growth of v/orkers ’ organizations, a continuance of the
Chartist movement started earlier in the century
Another problem confronting England was the
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and reflected in the earlier thesis novels previously
discussed. These organizations are fitted into the
picture hy Glsslng as they affect the lives of his
characters
•
It is by such an organization that Richard
Mutimer is spurred on to do great things for the workers,
and it is by such an organization that he is trapped
and killed. Arthur Golding associates himself with the
printer's union in his community and is interested in
bettering the conditions of the poor. John Eewett is
despondent and wretched when the treasurer of his club
absconds v;ith the funds which would have insured a decent
burial for his wife sure to require one in a few days.
Industrialism was all about him and since Glsslng
hated this movement and the changes it brought, it v;as
natural that he pictured it as an evil influence on the
people and their country. This was realism, however, for
this was as he sav/ it, and others before him had pictured
this same evil influence. However, instead of crying out
against Industrialism as the cause of poverty through its
forcing many out of work, as did Disraeli, in Sybi
1
,
for
example, Gissing places his emphasis on the demoralizing
effect of the great wealth in the hands of the wrong people.
Mr. Wyvern, the minister at Wanley, speaks out against the
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capitalists as:
’’Monstrously hypocritical . . • swelling
their ovm purses at the expense of those they
employ . .
. ; vulgar to the core, they exalt
a gross ideal of well being, and stink in their
prosperity.”
This industrialism, too, was responsible for
marriages betv/een classes as in the case of Richard
Mutimer and Adela Waltham previously discussed. Impov-
erished members of the upper class married members of the
v/ealthy industrial class, trading name and position for
v/ealth
.
Industrialism, also, had destroyed the beauty
of the English landscape. In Demos the two points of view
concerning this question are presented by Richard Mutimer
and Hubert Eldon. Concerning the proposed construction of
the iron works at Wanley v;hich will destroy the beauty of
the country side, Hubert Eldon, the aristocrat, says,
”I prefer nature.”
To this Richard Mutimer, the mechanic, replies,
'^Vanley Iron Works v;ill mean bread to several
51hundred families. How many would the grass support?”
But the Wanley Works is a failure^and when Hubert
Eldon claims possession, he destroys the works and restores
Gissing, George, Demos, (London: John Murray,
1908), Gh. XXIX, p. 385.
51
Ibid. Ch. 7, p. 71.
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the natural beauty to the valley.
And of course, industrialism v/as responsible for
the slums and the crime and vice resulting from them.
This theme prevails through his early novels^ and excellent
descriptions of their wretchedness abound. Such a one is
provided by Mr. Tollady when he is talking with Arthur
Golding as they stand in Adam and Eve Court.
”... Watch the faces of these people
who go past. Is there one upon v/hich vice and
crime are not v/ritten as legibly as if put there
in words? . . . look at their bodies also . . .
Look at that old woman scarcely three feet high.
V/hat a monster of deformity! V/hat generations
of toil v/orn, vice blasted, hunger - nipped
wretches has it taken to produce a scion such as
that. Do you notice the faces? That lad now.
. . . Have you not seen many a dog with a far
more intelligent face?" 52
John Hewett, looking for work, hears of a shop
needing a man to clean windows at fifteen bob a week. Ee
leaves early in the morning to arrive at the shop long
before it opened. Defeated and v/eary he returns home and
tells his stohy.
"If there was one man standin’ at Garbutt’s
door there was fine hundred! . . . Such a lot o’
poor starvin’ devils you never saw brought together
in all your life . . . An’ if thej?- all felt like
me, they’d ’a’ turned against the shop an smashed
Gissing, George, V/orkers in the Dawn
.
(Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Doran & Co., Inc., 1935), Vol. I,
Part I, Ch. XI, p. 163.
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it up - ay, an’ every other shop in the street!’’
Religion, too, is a controversial subject of his
day. There are religious bigots and free thinkers. Mr.
Bunce is one of the free thinkers who v/ants no religion
for his children and zealously guards their reading that
they may be taught nothing of Christianity. Finding a
religious tract in his house, he flies into a rage and
stamps it to bits.
”Vve v/ant no religion!” cried Eunce angrily.
”lt’s been the curse of the v;orld. Look at the
Inquisition! Look at the religious wars I Look
at the Jesuits!”
Mary Bower is in direct contrast to Mr. Bunce.
A young girl, Mary is fired by her zeal for her religion.
Such men as Mr. Ackroyd and Mr. Grail, Mary v/ould not
trust, for they have no religion and often talk against
religion. But Totty Nancarrov/ is to be trusted least of
all, for she is a Catholic. About the Catholics, Mary says
”I wouldn’t trust anybody as v;as a Catholic.
I don’t think the religion ought to be allov/ed.”
Mr. Tollady speaks out his scorn for the clergy
of England:
Gisslng, George, Thyrza
.
(London: Evelelgh Nash
and Grayson, Ltd., 1938), Ch. Ill, p. 25.
Ibid, Gh. XV, p. 171.
Ibid, Ch. Ill, p. 31.
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’’Priests of the Almighty forsooth*.
Nay, rather the hypocritic augurs of a
v/asting superstition.” 56
Such hypocrisy in the Church of England is
pictured in V/orkers in the Dawn in the person of Mr. Whiffle
who is concerned most for his personal advancement and
prestige
.
George Glssing was not in favor of education for
the masses and frequently this idea is brought in indirectly.
He portrays the few young men and women who have had educa-
tion beyond the others in their circumstances as dis-
satisfied and unhappy in their station in life for they
have been led to hope for a better existence than they
ever can attain. Clara Hewett is an example of frustrated
ambition; Harry Mutimer, a spoiled product of education;
Mr. Grail, a lonely unhappy man toiling beside those with
v/hom he has nothing in common.
During these years many people v/ere leaving
England for Canada, the United States, and Australia for
various reasons, and interest in these countries v>ras high.
This too was reflected in Gissing*s v/orks . Mr. Ackroyd is
one of these. Disappointed in love, Mr. Ackroyd falls into
the bad habits of drink and anxious to get free from it.
Gissing, George, Workers in the Dav/n
.
(Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Doran & Co., Inc., 1935), Ch. Ill,
p. 167.
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contemplates going to Canada. Arthur Golding goes to
America to free himself of his wife and to make a fresh
start. Mr. Egreraont, to regain his health and to forget
Thyrza, goes to America where he works for a London fim.
Whelpdale has formerly lived in America and tells of his
experiences in the land of opportunity which for him proved
to be no better than England. Piers Otaway finds success
in Australia and returns to England, a prosperous, confi-
dent executive to claim the ideal woman of his life. Mr.
Snowdon had returned from Australia where his son had
made his fortune. Both Mr. Rodman and Mr. J. J. Snowdon
escape to America to rid themselves of their wives.
Realistic incidents . From the lives of the "ignobly
decent" realistic Incidents are numerous in the pages of
Gissing. Real in their naturalness, they prove the
familiarity of the author with his subject. The inost
spectacular of these, but none the less realistic, is the
hair pulling contest between Clem and Pennyloaf. Having
suspected Bob of meeting Pennyloaf, Clem and her friends
follow him to the back lane v/here they find the tv/o in
conversation. Biding her time, Clem, at the opportune
moment, swoops down upon them, and urged on by her friends,
she claws Pennyloaf ’s face and rips the rag of a dress from
her shoulders. Pennyloaf scratches and tears at Clem, but
she is no match physically for the tall, rugged girl, and
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when Bob has separated the pair, Pennyloaf stands bleeding
and dishevelled.
In the drab lives of the unclassed, a funeral
is a welcome form of diversion. To those attending, it
is a social event. Such a one Gissing pictures with
touches of grim humor. Mrs. Peckover’s mother-in-law has
died, but the funeral is delayed while Mrs. Peckover leaves
the city to escort the only living relative to the funeral.
Mrs. Peckover would not trust the woman to travel alone
for she might not arrive sober. Gladly would Mrs. Peck-
over have buried the woman in an orange crate and thus
spared the expense, but, of course, this was not possible,
for if at any time, certainly at the time of a funeral, a
family must appear at its best. Thus when the friends are
assembled, every detail of the casket, inside and out, is
inspected and discussed together with the cost. The grue-
some last details of the woman’s illness are related and
all decide that she looks "uncommonly good", considering
her age and Illness. During this time Clem or ber mother
keep a close watch on the living relative lest she become
inebriated before the burial. Later it will be permitted
but not now. After the poor woman has been put to rest,
the group returns to the house where an elaborate repast
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is spread before them. No expense has been spared. At
their departure, the friends agree that it was a fine
funeral that Mrs. Peckover could be proud of. ’’And,”
Gissing says, ’’the house smelled like a barroom.”
In addition, details of everyday necessities as
food are numerous. Edwin Reardon goes to a certain shop
for bread where the baker sells it a little cheaper, and
with him he carries a piece of brown paper to wrap it in
for the shop does not provide this. V/hen Virginia Madden
goes for her pease pudding, she carries a basin that she
may save a bit of the dripping that paper would soak.
Mr. Biffen often feasts on bread and fat dripping which
he knows to be pure for his brother-in-law works at the
hotel from which it comes. The Madden sisters discuss the
advantages of boiling potatoes with salt.
Details of colloquialisms and thoughts of the
people reveal much of their lives. The follov/ing are from
the many related in the novels of Gissing.
”Fag-ends!” was shouted by someone. To Bob
crouched beside the wall, this signified that someone had
been fortunate enough to pick up the end of a cigar, and
the rule was that he who called out, ”Fag-endsl” could
claim a few puffs.
Following the ceremony, Pennyloaf gazed in wonder-
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ment and pride at the shining wedding ring on her finger -
gold, real gold. Knov/ing v/hat it had cost, she quickly
reckons that, ’’the pav/n broker would lend her seven and
sixpence on it, anytime."
” ’
’ Okey-pokey! * Okey - ’ okey - ’okey! Penny a
58lump!'” was the cry of the ice cream man v/ho sold his
ice cream in green and yellov/ glasses from which the
children sucked the delicacy with their tongues.
Annie V/est has recently purchased a cham book
from which she reads to the girls gathered in Totty's room
the sure charm for maidens who v/ish to see their future
husbands
.
In his portrayal of crov/ds in the lov/er v/orld,
Gissing is at his best. His life-like description of the
angry vicious mob vdio has come to avenge itself upon
Richard Mutimer is close to similar scenes of Zola. Here,
all the pent up anger and bitterness is seen on the faces
of the toil v/orn v/orkers and reflected in the coarse
epithets hurled from their snarling mouths. Relieved at
having an outlet for their misery, they revel in their
baseness, and urged on by the mob spirit, clamor for action.
Gissing, George, The Nether World
,
(New York:
Harper cc Brothers, 1889), Ch. XII, p. 105.
58 Gissing, George, Thyrza
,
(London: Everleigh, Nash
& Grayson, Ltd., 1928), Ch. V, n. 54.
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Brandishing clubs and threatening to break dov/n the doors,
they demand the appearance of Richard. But when their
violence is satisfied by a fatal stone, their anger is
spent and many, silent and shamefaced, steal away from
the fringe of the crov/d.
A similar scene is that of the farm v/orkers
assembled to talk over their troubles. Timid and calm,
though dissatisfied, they gradually gain courage as
v/orkers step on to the platform and tell their plight,
and the desire for action grov/s . But when fired by the
zealous talk of Arthur Golding who tells them their rights
as workers, the smouldering resentment bursts forth in the
form of v/anton destruction. People are pushed and trampled
upon in their anxiety to seize what is rightfully theirs
from the nearby farm. The mob unchained knows no bounds
and cannot be checked until its fury is spent. The barn,
the animals, the fall harvest - all are destroyed before
aid arrives. The futility is bitter for nothing but misery
is gained from the wantonness.
The nether world on a holiday is realism to the
core. Jammed into the trains the crowd starts off for the
"Polls”. Dressed in their best and high in spirit, they
enjoy the coarse jokings and mockeries of their companions,
and warmed by the spirit of good fellov/ship as the bottle
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is passed from mouth to mouth, they give vent to their
happy spirits in the songs of the day. At the grounds,
are all the diversions of a county fair. Hard-earned
money is spent on contests of marksm.anship and strength,
swing boats and merry-go-rounds enlivened by the music of
organs. I>usty and thirsty the fun lovers seek refresh-
ment. In the tea room, they satisfy their cravings amidst
practical jokers who toss a piece of cake at the fellow
opposite or jostle his elbow as he is about to drink or
maybe pour tea down his back. All is in the spirit of fun
as the nether world knows it, and each crudity wins its
approval in the high-pitched laughter of the women com-
panions. But as the day wears on, spirits grov/ jaded,
nerves become frayed, and before nightfall many a fist-
fight is indulged in. The evening return trip is marked
by breaches of concord, scuffles and brawls as the morning
ride, by gaiety and song.
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CEAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Having reviewed many of the novels v/ritten in
the early period of George Gissing's career we can now best
determine the principles he followed in his writing. At the
start of his career, he stated that his purpose in writing
was to picture the ghastly conditions of the poor classes.
That this was accomplished with painful accuracy, no one can
deny. In fact, it was accomplished so very well and with
such minute detail, his books were rejected by the English
public. In this respect, then, he resembles the French
realists who wished to portray their v;orld as opposed to the
romanticists who resorted to another century or another
country for local color. To be sure, Gissing's world was a
limited one, the slums of London, but in this he excelled.
However, the very fact that Gissing stated that he did not
record everything but selected only what would best suit the
purpose of art, separates him from the naturalists, at least
who knew little restraint. To Gissing the method of suggest
ing was more artistic, and in a letter to his brother he
criticized Dickens and Thackeray for their profusion of
detail resulting from their attempt to include everything.
In addition, like the French realists, he gathered his
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material from actual observation, visiting and studying
such places as he v/ished to record as Zola and the Goncourts
were known to have done. Similarly too, his emphasis is
on the material aspects of life and like Balzac, he includes
numerous utilitarian details in background and setting.
Departing from the method of the majority of
early English v/rlters, Gissing had as his aim to picture
and not to reform. For the ills he portrayed, he offered
no solution. This, too, was in keeping with the realism
of the Continent. Hov/ever, towards the prevailing social
evils which he pictured his attitude was not that of the
detached observer. This was not to be v/ondered at for
at the time he was recording these evils, he was also
experiencing them, and for a nature such as his, sensitive
to squalor and ugliness and resentful of the difficulties
forced upon it, detachjnent was impossible. The result
was, of course, a bitterness towards life, and this bitter-
ness prevails through his novels.
In the art of character portrayal, Gissing excels.
His characters are never static types nor are they carica-
tures. Furthermore, they are not heroes in the sense of the
idealized characters of the romantic novel. Each is an
individual, an organism of inconsistent urges v/hlch cause
him to react in various ways. In each there is good and
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bad; some have more good and thus are able to resist
temptations that fall their way, while others are weak
and easily succumb. But within each is a growth, a natural
development which Glssing pictures and explains. There
is a motive for every action, and the individual reaction
to this motive is determined by the strength or weakness
of the character. Sidney Kirkwood was frustrated in love
and resorted to drink. Walter Egremont v;as frustrated in
love and went to America to forget Thyrza. Often, the
frustration comes from v/lthin the character. Piers Otaway
was suffering from an inferiority complex, Clara Eewett
became a neurotic, and shame for her son deranged Mrs.
Mutimer’s mind. The character of an individual Gissing
explained in terms of heredity and environment as did
Zola. In the development of Richard Mutimer, Gissing
explains his zeal for speech making and his radical views
as inherited from his grandfather, whose time, at the
expense of the welfare of his family, and life had been
spent in similar manner. Richard, too, loses his job and
eventually his life because of his advanced viev/s. Bob
Hev/ett might have lived a respectable life if he had lived
in a different neighborhood and known a different class of
people. In addition, Gissing’ s characters are consistent.
Their actions are in keeping with themselves and their
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heredity. Clem in her scheming and cruelty is an improve-
ment on her mother, and v;e are not surprised when she
plans her husband’s murder. If Arthur had been successful
in reforming Carrie we should have been surprised. Mr.
Egremont is disturbed v/hen he realizes he is falling in
love with Thyrza v;ho is to be married to his friend, and
since his actions have been noble up to that point, we are
certain that they shall continue to be so. Also, in their
speech, his characters are consistent. It is from effort
and 'practice that Richard Mutimer, a mechanic from the
slums, is able to speak without dropping his "h’s” and
pronouncing them where they don’t belong.
In his attitude toward his characters, Gissing
attains the detacliment of the realists in most instances.
There is no show of sentiment or pity for the unfortunates
nor is there condemnation for the wicked. Gissing is free
from moral bias. Each does not prosper according to his
merits but rather according to his cleverness to get ahead.
Jasper Milvain succeeds where Edv/ln Reardon fails. Jane’s
father inherits the money and Jane is left with neither
money nor Sidney. Hov/ever, on occasion, Gissing uses
these characters to speak out his own bitterness. This
v/as not the depersonalization he aimed at nor the method
fostered by the realists whom he emulated, but bitterness
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was so much a part of him, he could not do otherwise.
Toward the world for which he was writing Gissing's
attitude v/as principally cold and indifferent. Desiring
neither to please nor to entertain, he labored, often
fruitlessly, at the task of picturing life truthfully.
Though writing was his means of subsistence, he refused
to cater to the public tastes in reading that his books
might be popular and put money in his pocket. Aware of
the readers* desire to be entertained he knew v;hat the
general response would be. When Demos was returned as
"too painful to please the ordinary reader and treats of
scenes that can never attract the subscriber’s to Mr. Mudie’s
Library" Gissing declared to his brother, "Of course I
could have told them all that." The novel of the day was
distasteful to him for he believed one should write of
serious things. In one novel. The Odd Women
,
he expresses
the effect of the popular novel on the character of a young
girl. Like Emma Bovary in Flaubert’s novel who spent her
time reading the popular fiction which aided in her
demoralization. Miss Royston, a former pupil of Miss Barfoof
school, falls by the wayside, and for her. Miss Nunn shows
5Q Gissing, George, Letters of George Gissing
.
(Boston & New York; Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927), Gh. Ill,
p. 119.
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no compassion but explains her dovmfall as the natural
outcome of '.vasting her time reading novels about love.
Yet refusing to be discouraged by his failure to win
popularity, he continued in his task of picturing life but
frequently failed to resist the temptation of voicing his
scorn for the unthinking public and those writers who
prospered from writing that v/hich pleased and entertained.
As Gissing's settings were limited in scope, so
too v/ere his main characters and the situations in which
they were placed. Drawing largely upon his own experiences
which were limited, he portrayed male characters who were
largely autobiographic. These, for the most part, were
young men. like himself - shy, sensitive misfits in a
society to which they v/ere superior in breeding and culture
and desirous of rising above their condition. Such were
Edwin Reardon, Arthur Golding, Gilbert Grail, Piers Otaway.
Their frustration was caused by their lack of money. In
these respects Gissing failed as a realist in the terms of
the Continent whose plan was to present all of society and
all situations.
The themes developed in his works v/ere those of
the realist for they v/ere the problems of the day, and in
their treatment reveal Gissing to have been an advanced
thinker. The Influence of money or the lack of it, adversity
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in love, misguided marriages, education for the masses,
inferiority complex, the efforts of philanthropists, egoism,
neurosis, education of children, education of women - all
are found within the pages of his books.
And lastly in his disregard for form Gissing is
a realist. The scientific method of Zola appealed to him
and like Meredith he followed the lav;s of cause and effect
in the development of his characters. Hating plot, Gissing
did not invent his books, they grew. Unlike the novels
of the romanticists, Gissing’ s novels were not marred by
exaggeration or melodrama. They have no climax and problems
remain unsolved. Each novel is a document of recorded facts.
Thus in these many respects George Gissing is
revealed as departing from the familiar paths of writing
known to the England of his day and endeavoring to blaze
new trails founded on truth. That earlier English writers
had included certain aspects of realism in their works has
been previously shown, but none so nearly completely
abandoned the principles fostered by the school of
romanticism as did George Gissing. Recognizing this
distinction, Morley Roberts, a critic of the day, spoke of
Gissing as standing "in a high and solitary place” and
60
belonging to no school "certainly not to any English school."
"Morley Roberts on George Gissing" - Bookman , XIV
(Sept. 1901), p. 13.
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ABSTRACT
Among the nineteenth century English v/riters,
George Gissing stands out as a pioneer in English realism.
Dissatisfied with the v/ritings of his day and forced to
earn his living by writing, he sought a new kind of
expression from the worn-out three volume novel v/hose only
subject was love. Turning to the French and Russian
authors, he found a writing more to his liking and
fashioned his works accordingly. These countries had
earlier felt the need for reflecting the problems of
their day and had established a nev/ literary movement.
The realism of France demanded that literature picture the
world at hand. The setting was to be localized and the
characters v/ere to be average individuals whose develop-
ment was influenced by their heredity and their environment
All was to be based on facts. Social and political condi-
tions in England were equally ripe for such a literature
but public opinion held fast to its Victorian v/ish for
escape and frowned upon such efforts as distasteful and
crude
.
Other English writers before Gissing had felt the
need for a literature more expressive of the times and
had made beginnings in the field of realism. Thesis novels
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pictured the evils of the day in an attempt to bring
about reform and ease the sufferings which they depicted.
These novels v/ere crowded with melodrama and pathos such
as the romanticists vere accustomed to write. Progress
was made in character analysis, but truth was denied by
the lav/ of retribution.
Conscious of his position, George Gissing set for
himself an aim: to picture truthfully the conditions of
the poor classes. Stripped of the preaching of tho thesis
writers; the sensationalisms, the burlesque, and the
sentimentality of the romanticists; the moralizing of
George Eliot; and the hyperbole and obscurity of George
Meredith, Gissing adhered to his aims, and in the manner
of the French realists dissected the slums of London.
These he recorded v/ith detailed minuteness and accuracy
picturing the people and their surroundings and even the
smells emanating from both. In his concern for truth he
described from observation, visiting such places as v/ere
beyond his experience and never imagining where he could
know. Despising those v;ho wrote for profit alone and at the
dictates of the public, Gissing v/rote at the dictates of
his mind and judged the merit of his work by its accuracy
in picturing the people and the current social problems.
His treatment of character was scientific.
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Fashioned on the theory of heredity and environment, his
characters react to the lav;s of cause and effect. Within
each there is an inner being v/hich determines and is
affected by the outward actions. This inner being is the
product of heredity and environment. The characters exist
in a cold and indifferent v/orld that knows nothing of the
law of good being rewarded and evil, punished but only of
the lav^ of the survival of the fittest. Each character
in speech as well as in action is consistent v/ith his
heredity and environment.
Gissing like the French realists was unconcerned
about plot and allowed the novel to develop as it v/ould
once the characters were fashioned and the stage set. His
novels were a "slice of life" and as such v/ere following
no principles of form.
As a realist Gissing failed in tv/o respects: in
his inability to remain completely detached in attitude
and in the narrow scope of his characters and situations.
Filled v/ith bitterness at his own plight, he could not
refrain from injecting this bitterness into his novels.
Limited in experience be portrayed with realism only the
lov/er class of society which he knew so v/ell. His main
characters are frequently of one type.- namely, young men
of good breeding and education striving to rise in a world
r.
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of frustrations. The situations are usually produced
by lack of money or love.
Though restrained and never bestial as was Zola,
Gissing was condemned by the public for his frankness and
never achieved success in the popular sense. Since his
death, however, his works have been more v/idely read and
more fairly judged. Of him Eenry James once said:
He reeks with the savour, is bowed beneath
the fruits of contact with the lower, lowest
middle class and that is sufficient to make him
an authority, - the authority in fact - on a
region vast and unexplored.
Follett, Helen Thomas 6c Wilson, Some Modern Novel -
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